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Three grizzly bears destroyed after causing havoc on local farms

by Moe Lyons
On the evening of October 20, all
was quiet on the Varney ranch, about
a kilometre from the Vallican Whole
Community Centre. Suddenly there
was a ruckus in the yard, and Ed Varney
and his son-in-law Christopher Yates
went out to see what was up.
“There were two big cubs coming
out of our cement hen house window
and the sow was killing chickens in the
run,” says Yates. “They ran at the sound
of the truck and honking. We came back
and assessed the damage. The sow had
run though a 10-foot-high fence turning
it into matchsticks and bending down
12-foot posts driven three to four feet
into the old riverbed. There were seven
laying hens dead outside. Chomped
in half.”
Thus began the saga of the
Upper Passmore grizzlies. It ended
on November 5, when someone shot
the sow and called the Conservation
Officer (CO), who then came and
destroyed the cubs.
But the story didn’t really begin
there. No one is sure why these bears
were displaced from their home range,
but CO Blair Thin says he first heard of
them when they were at Merry Creek
and the Paulson summit. Then they
started moving up the Columbia River
towards Celgar.
Over the next two weeks, a handful

of reports starting coming in from
Pass Creek about the bears going
after people’s chickens. “These were
basically free-range chickens,” says
Thin. “There were few efforts at
containment, almost no electric fences,
and those that existed were set up
improperly. It was disappointing.”
“We didn’t feel they were a threat
to public safety,” he said. “They were
chicken killers.”
While Thin works for the Ministry
of the Environment, his orders for bear
management come from the Fish and
Wildlife Branch of the BC Ministry of
Forests, Lands, and Natural Resource
Operations, specifically from Patrick
Stent, a wildlife biologist stationed in
Cranbrook. Stent told Thin they would
support relocation if the bears were
caught. One reason for this decision
is that all three bears were female, so
the area’s breeding stock would take a
significant hit if all three were killed.
Thin set up live traps, and caught
the sow and one cub. He tranquilized
the second cub. The bears were then
collared and tagged, and DNA samples
taken. He was told to do a truck
translocation to 28 kilometres up the
Grizzly Creek drainage, up towards
Mount Stanley.
Once the three bears got to Grizzly
they hung out for a few days, headed
towards Deer Creek, then wound up in

Upper Passmore a couple of days later.
This is when, according to
many Upper Passmore residents,
they “went on a rampage.” Very
few of the homesteads had sufficient
protection to repel grizzlies, although
the neighbourhood has coexisted with
black bears for decades.
When asked if she felt she should

have been prepared for these attacks,
Susan Milton, who lost all the birds
on her hobby farm, said, “No! I will
take responsibility from now on, but
the only two times we have ever had
a problem with grizzlies, they were
relocated bears.”
Yates also said there had never
been a grizzly on the Varney Ranch

before this.
Milton is a founder of the Slocan
Valley Wildlife Association, and is
married to a hunter who is well versed
in animal behaviours. She is angry
about what happened, and resentful
that all the blame is being loaded on to
the farmers for not being adequately
continued on page 2

This sow and her two cubs were destroyed November 5 after causing havoc for two weeks in Pass Creek and Upper Passmore.
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Three grizzly bears destroyed after causing havoc on local farms
continued from page 1
prepared. She feels people who lost
their animals should be compensated.
“They knew for days these animals
were coming,” she says. “But no one
said a word to any of us. We weren’t
even given a chance to prepare. And
in fact if it weren’t for social media,

I wouldn’t have known a thing, and
I wouldn’t know now that the bears
were gone. What kind of responsibility
towards the community is that?”
Numerous people were angry that
Thin was quoted in the media saying,
“We’re killing grizzly bears for the sake
of an $8 chicken.” As one of the farmers

said, “Most of my birds cost me easily
$25 each and some heritage breeds even
more. These bears killed an estimate of
over 1,000 chickens in a month.”
Many people have also been very
critical of the decision to translocate
the bears to the Grizzly Creek drainage.
Some think the bears should have been

shot in Pass Creek as soon as they
began to predate on livestock. Others
felt the decision to do a truck relocation
rather than to helicopter the bears out
to the far extent of their range was a
fatal error. “I could walk to Passmore
from up there,” said one resident. “Why
wouldn’t they think an habituated bear
would?”
Thin says he had no control over
how the situation was handled. It was
Fish and Wildlife’s decision where
and how to translocate the bears. He
also points out he is the only CO for
the entire area from Trout Lake to
north of Nakusp, down to the border
at Nelway, and along the Hydro lines
to Christina Lake. His area covers six
different RCMP detachments. He says
more COs are needed.
“We try our darnedest to give
wildlife a second chance. We are
passionate about what we do,” he said.
If you have a bear problem, he

says, call the CO. “We’re not going to
just show up and kill the bear.” While
farmers do ultimately have the right
to destroy a problem animal it must
be “a direct menace to your safety, or
your neighbours, in some cases your
livestock.” It is against the law to kill
a bear without reporting it to the CO.
Over and over again, the CO and
grizzly experts repeat the same mantra:
“Manage your attractants!” If you
don’t, says Thin, another bear will be
coming right along behind. And COs
can issue tickets for attracting wildlife.
Now that this has happened and
people are coming to terms with what
they have to do, fortunately there is
help. Gillian Sanders of Grizzly Bear
Solutions (grizzlybearsolutions@
gmail.com) is ready to work with
people to figure out how to keep
themselves and their animals safe, and
can arrange to subsidize 50% of the
cost of electrical fencing. See page 15.

One of the goals of the Mt. Abriel Legacy project is to bridge diversity, opening up new options
for everyone who wants to ride but who may not be able to do so in the traditional way. The
Nakusp & Area Bike Society wood crew, led by Caesar Dolhaine, has been hard at work all
year to create this amazing boardwalk bridge which has been designed for all, with adaptive
riders especially in mind. All are invited to a ribbon cutting, 2-3 pm on Sunday, December 2.
Access to the Mt. Abriel Recreation Site is located just minutes north of the Esso on Hwy 23.
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Watershed water users call out Ministry of Forests
acknowledgement and honouring of
the elders in the movement to protect
the water: Suzy Hamilton (deceased),
Marilyn Burgoon (present), Eloise
Charet (present) and Colleen McCrory
(deceased). The demonstration featured
a large banner which Suzy Hamilton
passed on before she died, listing the
names of nearly 50 local domestic
watersheds.
Participants came from over 20
watersheds, from Johnson’s Landing
to Laird Creek, to the East Shore, to
Glade, to New Denver. They were
invited to bring water samples from
their springs and creeks. Another
table provided space for petitions
about various watersheds and the
bigger issues. Passing cars were
invited to honk in solidarity and many
responded throughout the two-hour
demonstration.
Tara DeCourcy and George Edney
of the Ministry of Forests came out to
observe the demonstration but declined

to comment.
Heather McSwan from Glade said
they had been battling with Forestry
and Kalesnikoff for about two years.
“We have done just about everything
we could think of,” she said, including
filing a complaint with the Forest
Practices Board.
She said the professional report
upon which the logging was based was
outdated, because it was written before
a landslide occurred in the watershed.
However, they were told the report was
a “binding document.”
“How can you follow a report that
is already out of date?” she asked.
She told the crowd a spokesperson
for the Compliance and Enforcement
branch of Forestry told them all they
could do was provide “oversight,” that
there is “no offence happening here.”
They were told Forestry could act
only after something had happened to
their water.
Amber Peters of the Valhalla
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by Moe Lyons
On Friday November 2, 80-100
people gathered outside of the Forestry
offices at Four Mile for a ‘Water is
Life’ demonstration to express their
increasing concern about unsustainable
logging practices, particularly in
domestic watersheds. More than a
dozen impassioned speakers of all ages
climbed up on a soapbox to talk about
their experiences and call for change in
how our forests are managed.
“We’re not saying loggers
shouldn’t log,” said Jackie Nedelec, a
Laird Creek water user. “We are saying
it must be done with all other aspects
considered.” Balfour area residents are
alarmed because there are new plans
to create five more clearcuts up Laird
Creek, including in an area where roads
were decommissioned because of a
large landslide in 2011.
Marilyn James, Smum iem Sinixt
elder, opened the presentation part
of the event. This was followed with

Heather McSwan speaks about the ongoing struggle in the Glade watershed at the Water is Life event. McSwan became the first recipient of the
Suzy Hamilton Legacy Fund Award for environmental activism this spring.

Karen Hamling was gifted with a ukulele from the RDCK at her last board meeting as chair on October 18. Although Karen doesn’t have much
experience playing ukulele, she loves music. Evidently, the board felt she needed something to do in her retirement! Karen was RDCK board
chair for four years, from 2014 to 2018, and mayor of Nakusp for 13 years, from 2004 to 2018.

Wilderness Society had this to say,
“We’re in a crisis situation here with
the absolute loss of old growth that
is occurring. We’re drying out our
landscape and losing this precipitous
ecosystem as well as fragmenting it.
Instead of acting as a safe haven for
all life, we’re putting ourselves at the
end of the gangplank.”
Sarah James, a forestry technician,
said she used to be a Forestry worker,
but she became overwhelmed. “If
you’re going to be truthful, you will
be fired. I quit.”
Marilyn Burgoon from the Perry
Ridge Water Users Association spoke
about their current initiative to have
Perry Ridge taken out of the working
forest and made into a conservancy, not
just for water, but for the conservation
of nature. Their petition will be posted
to the PRWUA website and will be
available at a celebration of non-profit
organizations on December 2 at Slocan
Park Hall. Burgoon also spoke about
the provincial government’s attempt
to take away class action status for
the complainants in the ongoing
Lemon Creek spill battle, the first
environmental class action in BC.
People filing class actions don’t have
to pay if they lose, whereas if they file
as individuals they will be responsible
for all costs.
Keith Wiley from Nelson said
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that people had been feeling hopeful
about the new Professional Reliance
legislation, but now that it is out, “It’s
just like the old one except slightly
beefed up. We still have this flawed
system.” In an interview Wiley did on
Kootenay Co-op Radio with Minister
of the Environment George Heyman,
the minister said, “Going back to the
1970s is not necessarily the best way
forward. People who work for the
industry will be held to high standards
by their own professional association.”
Organizer Jessica Ogden stressed
it is important for people to call RAPP
1-877-952-7277 with any concerns
or incidents of loss of water quality
as a result of industrial activity in
watersheds or above properties,
Inspiring water users and the public
to take action to protect water was a key
component of many speeches. Matt
Loewen, a young man from Johnson’s
Landing, remarked, “Responsibility
is the ability to respond and we can
all learn how to respond to protect
our water.”
Eloise Charet from New Denver
summed up the situation in her
irrepressible style: “Managing nature
is like managing a woman. Have any
of you succeeded recently?”
People can email waterforlife333@
gmail.com for copies of the watershed
petition and letters to sign.
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OPINION

Greetings from
Whitehorse!

The most decent man I ever met,
Kaslo’s late Paul Winegar, once
asked if I’d like to be mayor of Kaslo.
Goodwill and sanity prevailing, I
declined. Butterflies and bees might
have vanished if they discovered
I was from Trail. Kaslo denied
its beautiful air force? No way.
Wouldn’t risk it.
Christian Torbik
Whitehorse

Response to
KL Kivi re trail
maintenance

It would be nice if BC Parks
could maintain all the trails in the
Kootenays, but they seem to only
service the high use trails and ones
that lead to a cabin. All the lesser
used trails, or trails with challenging
access see little love – probably due
to available funding. I have been
clearing trails for a few years, and
over the last few weekends have
almost finished the Blue Grouse trail
off Enterprise Creek.
If you or anyone else is interested
in opening up these trails again,
maybe we should start a Kootenay
Trail Clearing Group and possibly
ask the Columbia Basin Trust for a
little funding to cover our costs.
Thoughts?
Ron Groom
Vallican

In defense of
Vern Gustafson

Two letters in the Valley Voice
have suggested, without naming him,
that my father would like to displace
vulnerable women from their homes
in place of others. If you haven’t
met me in my lifetime of visits to
New Denver, I’m Vern Gustafson’s
daughter. Me and my two dogs live
in a three-bedroom home that I
maintain myself. I became a lawyer,
human rights adjudicator, foster
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parent, Special Olympics coach,
animal rescuer and volunteer by
having a father that’s always been
by my (and my brother’s and mom’s)
side.
Could he have used more
inclusive examples to explain the
home sharing or swapping concept
(which, by the way is neither new nor
particularly revolutionary)? Sure, he
probably could have.
But if you think my dad has
some nefarious plan because he
thinks women are easy to coerce or
otherwise mistreat... you really ought
to meet the one he raised.
Carmen Gustafson
Whitehorse

Firewood

Carla and Laurie went out for some
wood
Just because they knew that they could
To be warm and cuddly and safe in
their bed
The stove is hungry, and needs to be fed
To buy a full load and cut from the deck
Old Laurie said no, and oh what the heck
We’ll head up the mountain and find a
big tree
It will be fun, and it will be free
So into the pickup, and up the hill go
To get some wood, before the first snow
‘Vroom’ went the saw, and down came
the tree
Right over a stump, as sweet as can be
Now all things went well, or so it did seem
But nightmares can also, be in a dream
Laurie got stung four times at last count
Seems some bees had a home in this
stump
Laurie said “Look, come over here hon”
And Carla got stung seven times on
the bum
Carla was running, the bees were in flight
Laurie was laughing, Oh what a sight!
Her boots went flying, and off came her
clothes
What happened to them, God only knows
The lesson they learned, must be
understood
Be careful what you do, when you’re out
in the woods.
Al Mills
Slocan

EDITORIAL / LETTERS POLICY

The Valley Voice welcomes letters to the editor and community news
articles from our readers.
Letters and articles should be no longer than 500 words and may be
edited. We reserve the right to reject any submitted material.
Please mark your letter “LETTER TO THE EDITOR.” Include your
address and daytime phone number for verification purposes.
We will not knowingly publish any letter that is defamatory or libelous.
We will not publish anonymous letters or letters signed with pseudonyms,
except in extraordinary circumstances.
Opinions expressed in published letters are those of the author and not
necessarily those of the Valley Voice.
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Chef Brodie Boland and our wonderful kitchen team have created a new menu that 430 Front Street, Kaslo, BC
is sure to please everyone’s taste buds! Check our Facebook page for details.
250-353-7714
The Ingrid Rice cartoon is a satirical look at current events in politics and is sponsored by the Kaslo Hotel. The Hotel does not necessarily share the political views of the artist.

Huge provincial
subsidies
threaten health,
prosperity

BC taxpayers miss out on
almost $1 billion every year due
to our government’s dangerous and
misguided fossil fuels subsidies
– dangerous because fossil fuel
expansion threatens to further
degrade the health of BC’s citizens
and environment, and misguided
because it unfairly skews the market
away from the clean energy economy
we so urgently need.
A press release from Citizens’
Climate Lobby (CCL) and the
Canadian Association of Physicians
for the Environment (CAPE)
details this alarming give-away.
CAPE has investigated the
negative health implications of
BC’s expanding LNG industry,
warning: “This unprecedented and
ill-advised investment in fossil fuel
infrastructure is a dangerous step in
the wrong direction.” (cape.ca)
Oil & gas make up just 3% of
GDP in BC while accounting for
just 1% of BC jobs, making this
enormous give-away even more
absurd and sending the wrong signals
to the economy. “The annual $1
billion in subsidies in BC almost

completely offsets the $1.2 billion
in carbon tax revenues, and hugely
outweighs the few million spent
on clean energy,” says CCL’s Judy
O’Leary.
I bet we all could imagine how
$1 billion a year could be better spent
to make our province a healthier
and more prosperous place for BC
families. Let your MLA know what
you think.
Steve Pyke
Kaslo

Vote in the BC
Referendum on
Electoral Reform

I am truly appreciative of all
the voters who have contacted me
because they are trying to figure
out for themselves how they might
vote in this important referendum. I
voted for proportional representation.
Why? Because I am a Green Party
supporter? No. I grew up in the
UK under both Conservative and
Labour governments who were so
ideologically divided that political
ideas were rejected not on their
merits, but because either the Labour
Party or the Conservatives were
introducing them. When I look at our
neighbours to the south I see that the
political divide is now so great, there
is a real danger they could end up
in a second civil war. And I felt the
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same way about the debate between
Premier Horgan and Opposition
Leader Wilkinson the other night.
Neither side was prepared to concede
any points to the other or properly
explain the merits of what they
believed in.
Under a proportional voting
system, I believe, each voter will
have the opportunity to vote for the
person they wish to represent them
at a constituency level, and then for
the party whose ideas they wish to be
represented by in the BC legislature.
Sometimes a voter may end up
supporting someone from a different
party at a constituency level than
from the party they usually support,
while using their second, or list vote,
to support the party or independent of
their first choice.
Above all, I look forward to new
ideas and reforms being introduced
based on their merits, rather than
based on who is introducing them
or opposing them. Having taught
political science at Selkirk College
and Okanagan University College
from 1989 to 2005, I am very familiar
with all the voting systems used
around the world, and believe that
two of the three options in the second
question in this referendum are worth
our consideration: Rural-Urban and
MMP.
Please take the time to make an
informed decision, and if you have
not received a ballot, please phone
Elections BC (1-800-661-8683) to
obtain one, or simply go to the nearest
Government Agent Office to obtain
the package. Above all, please vote
as this is your opportunity to make
the voting system fairer and more
proportional in allocation of seats in
the BC Legislature to the number of
votes a party receives in an election.
Andy Shadrack
Kaslo
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Remembrance
Day is not
about war

Remembrance Day is not about
war. It’s about all the names on all the
monuments across our country in small
towns, villages and across the world
remembering Canadian human souls that
never came home.
All of them went in defense of
Canada and our international neighbours,
in support of precious human freedom
that does not come for free.
Remembrance Day is for
remembering the voluntary and
dedicated souls that went and paid the
ultimate sacrifice for all of us during war.
To understand Remembrance Day,
we must understand war. Sun Tzu’s The
Art of War says: “To win 100 victories
in 100 battles is not the acme of skill. To
subdue the enemy without fighting is the
acme of skill.” Moihei Ueshiba, founder
of the Aikido Japanese art of sword
fighting, said that true victory is not
defeating an enemy. “True victory gives
love and changes the enemy’s heart.”
The war against Nazi Germany
is an extreme case. Most wars are
described in ultimate terms while they
are being fought. Soldiers, airmen, navy
personnel believe that freedom, justice
and civilization itself is being threatened.
They fight and die for those beliefs.
To understand life, freedom and
liberty, freedom of speech, freedom
of thought, freedom of expression, we
must understand war. On Remembrance
Day, we must try and understand and
remember all past and present veterans,
and those that never came back, why
they fought and why they died. We must
honour them. May they always rest in
peace for us, the free world and Godgiven freedom.
Sandy McLeod
Kaslo

Why vote pro rep?

When I first heard about proportional
representation, it was like a breath of
fresh air after a lifetime of frustrating
election results that didn’t reflect my
vote.
Every election, like many of you, the
only way I could make FPTP’s winnertake-all voting system work was to plug
my nose and vote strategically. Sound
familiar?
Of course we all want good MLAs
and we want them to make sound
decisions based on sound reasoning.
Elections are much more than just who
wins and who loses. Elections matter, for
they chart our future path.
It matters that half the votes we cast
do nothing. It matters that single party
ideologues make unilateral decisions
without discussion or debate. It matters
that we can’t vote for the party we want.
It matters that parties resort to hyper
partisan shouting matches. And it matters
that good money is thrown away in
expensive ‘policy lurch.’
For the past year, I have done
everything I could to promote pro rep.
My fellow campaigners and I are not
party insiders, nor are we backroom

operators. We are not politicians, nor are
we lobbyists. We are your friends and we
are your neighbours. When we’re not
campaigning, we’re skiing, or hiking,
reading a book or enjoying a cold one
on a sunny terrace. We are raising our
children, we are you.
After this very long campaign, it’s
over to you. I hope you will take the time
to vote knowledgeably. Here’s a great
tool: www.referendumguide.ca. And
don’t listen to the fear mongering from
those who are desperate to cling onto a
system which gives them all the power.
Of course they don’t want change.
Opportunities like this referendum
are rare. Whether we like it or not, the
world is changing and FPTP is failing
to protect us. Frankly, that scares me.
We need a resilient and stable voting
system. We need a system which is fair
and inclusive and works for the greater
good of all BC residents. I hope you
will join me in voting for proportional
representation.
Ann Remnant
Nelson

Let’s give pro
rep a chance

A number of people have approached
me to get my thoughts on proportional
representation (PR). As one who has
experienced the current first-past-thepost system first hand in Parliament, I
strongly believe that we need a change.
When I was first elected in 2006,
the Conservative government was in
minority. When they proposed legislation
or developed policy, cooperation with
other parties was essential. I represented
my party on the Agriculture Committee
where members of all parties worked
together to develop policy. At times our
decisions reflected the government’s
position, at times they did not.
When the Conservatives obtained
a majority in 2011, I noticed a radical
change. Collaboration was no longer
necessary. I remember, for example, our
discussions on the proposed Food Safety
Act. All members on the Ag Committee
supported the Act in principal, but when
the opposition parties (NDP and Liberals)
introduced some 20 amendments to
improve and strengthen the proposed
legislation, the Conservatives rejected
all of them. This is what often happens
in a majority government under the
current system.
During the 2015 federal election
campaign, the Liberals pledged to end
the current first-past-the-post election
system. After the election, a committee
dealing with democratic reform came
up with a number of recommendations
supported by all its members. However,
the Minister responsible as well as the
Prime Minister, rejected the committee’s
recommendations and cancelled all
further discussions on PR, even though
this had been a campaign promise.
My point is this. Our current system
of electing MPs and MLAs is often not
conducive to creating an atmosphere
of cooperation and respect. We have
also seen that the number of seats each
party has does not necessarily reflect
the percentage of votes received. Under

PR there is less likelihood of majority
governments being elected, which, in
my opinion, is good for our democracy.
The more our politicians are forced to
work together the better off we all are.
We have a chance in BC to improve our
voting system by choosing Proportional
Representation. Let’s give it a chance.
Alex Atamanenko
Castlegar

The Métis
Prayer and the
Natural World

One hundred and fifty-nine years
ago, Charles Darwin published his
treatise on evolution On the Origin of the
Species by Means of Natural Selection,
or the Preservation of Favoured Races
in the Struggle for Life. Yet, few people
are aware of the entire title of his
seminal work and how the concept
‘preservation of favoured races’ evolved
into eugenics which permeates world
events (Yemen and Gaza) and scientific
research (cloning, designer babies) to
this very day. Unfortunately, preserving
the ‘survival of the fittest’ when applied
to humans tends to be determined by
politicians and elites like Darwin and
his cousin, Galton. Woe to those not
considered ‘favoured!’
It is astounding how Darwin failed
to observe the harmony, balance,
beauty, order and community that drive
evolution in nature. Interdependency
and a harmonic symbiosis exist between
and among plant and animal kingdoms.
Cooperation is an absolute necessity
for evolution. However, cooperation is
sadly lacking in the realm of the human
being. Just as in Darwin’s time, today’s
favoured races are elitists using their
financial and political power in order to
dominate those without membership in
their clubs.
To join the ranks of the political elite,
special training is required. Politicians
must learn ‘dog whistling,’ which is
political messaging employing coded
language that appears to mean one
thing to the general population but has
an additional, different, or more specific
resonance for a targeted subgroup. As
well, politicians must always keep their
cool, never reveal their true thoughts or
show real emotion.
History has not been kind to elites
who have broken the cardinal rule...
Keep Your Cool, Never Reveal Your
True Thoughts or Show Real Emotion.
Forevermore we will remember the
Queen of Mean and her pronouncement,
“Only the little people pay taxes” and
Marie Antoinette’s faux pas, “Let them
eat cake.” A new addition to these
maxims of dismissal and contempt was
uttered recently by Slocan Mayor Jessica
Lunn when she uttered, “A lot of things
are carcinogenic... bacon... the sun” as
her response to residents regarding EMF
radiation from the approved cell tower.
Perhaps Mayor Lunn is unaware
people can ‘choose’ to eat or not to eat
bacon and how people can ‘choose’ the
amount of time they spend in the sun
BUT now everyone and everything is
‘forced’ to suffer carcinogenic EMF
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radiation emitted by cell towers. Since
truth is dynamic and politicians are static,
here is the remedy for their malfeasance:
“Let them eat bacon!”
Marsee Manitou,
Jacques Savard
Winlaw

Climate change
policy and the courts:
When does willful
blindness become
criminal negligence?

Canadian legislators should take
note of the recent decision of the Dutch
Court of Appeal which found that the
government had unlawfully breached
its duty of care to protect its citizens
from the adverse effects and threats
of dangerous human-caused climate
change.
In the case Urgenda v. The
Netherlands the Court has upheld the
2015 decision that the State knew,
and did not deny, the very real threat
to lives and property that would result
from irreversible climate change. The
State knew it had the capacity to carry
out the minimum required greenhouse
gas (GHG) emission reduction policies
and programs to fulfill the Netherlands’
contribution to the global effort. The
Court found that the State simply had
not done enough and its failure was
unlawful. The Court confirmed the
District Court order to reduce national
emissions by 25% below 1990 levels.
The Dutch government had already
made significant progress on reducing
emissions, so obeying the order won’t
be that difficult. If Canada was the
defendant in Urgenda and was faced
with such an Order, its task would be
horrendously more difficult, very likely
impossible. In 1990 Canada’s GHG
emissions were 613 million tonnes
(Mt); in 2016 they were 704 Mt or 17%
more than 1990. Successive Liberal and
Conservative Governments have failed
to reduce our emissions.
Canada signed the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC) in 1992 and
pledged to do its part to avoid dangerous
anthropogenic climate change, but
compared to many of the developed
countries, including Holland, it has
done little. As pointed out in the recent
Hague Court decision, the timeline for
avoiding catastrophic climate change
is significantly less than imagined
as recently as Urgenda’s 2015 trial
decision.
Two studies released earlier this
year underline the need for urgent public
and private action to forestall climate
chaos. The first was published by the US
National Academies of Science with the
innocuous title, Trajectories of the Earth
System in the Anthropocene. The authors
of the ‘Hothouse Paper’ concluded that
unless a broad spectrum of climate
mitigation programs are in place and
operating by 2030, the Earth will likely
exceed a 2˚C global warming and be
on an irreversible path to ‘Hothouse
Earth,’ a state where whole ecosystems

would disappear and much of the planet
rendered uninhabitable. In an email
exchange with this writer, lead author
Will Steffen did not hesitate to confirm
that conclusion and said his level of the
certainty is “…well beyond 50%.”
Recently the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change supported the
core message of the ‘Hothouse Paper’
and called upon the global community
to radically increase their GHG emission
reduction programs before 2030 if we
are to avoid cataclysmic changes to the
climate.
In civil and criminal law, willful
blindness arises when a defendant
or accused is found to be contriving
ignorance of the facts and circumstances
that make them liable for their acts or
omissions. Ignorance of the facts was
not an issue in Urgenda. The same can
be said of Canada and its provinces. By
the time we signed on to the UNFCCC
in 1992, Canadian policymakers and
legislators could not reasonably claim
they simply didn’t know the extent of
the risk and impacts run-away climate
change would bring. Twenty-six years
later, no defence that relies on ignorance
of the facts could possibly stand up.
When does willful blindness
become criminal negligence? Our
Criminal Code says: 219 (1) Every
one is criminally negligent who (a) in
doing anything, or (b) in omitting to do
anything that it is his duty to do, shows
wanton or reckless disregard for the lives
or safety of other persons.
Although I cannot imagine a
Canadian criminal court finding any
government leaders guilty of criminal
intent to cause harm, I can imagine in 3040 years the International Criminal Court
seriously considering charges against
those who did know precisely what their
inaction could result in and did nothing
or actively engaged in sabotaging
government and global efforts.
What is much easier to imagine is
a well thought out civil action against
federal and provincial governments for
their collective failure to protect citizens
from the ravages of runaway climate
change grounded in Section 7 of the
Charter. Four provincial governments
are mounting legal challenges to the
federal government’s Pan-Canadian
Framework on Clean Growth and
Climate Change, the first significant
attempt to deal with the climate crisis.
What is needed is a court order instructing
both levels to do everything possible
to prevent dangerous anthropogenic
climate change.
Allan Early
South Slocan
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Slocan inaugural council meeting held November 6

At Slocan’s inaugural council
meeting, Mayor Jessica Lunn welcomed
and congratulated the councillors. “It is
a pleasure and honour to serve with you
again,” she said.
Mayor Lunn and Councillors Joel
Pelletier, Madeleine Perriere, and Burly
Van Bynen took the oath of office.
Ezra Buller was absent because he was
recovering from a medical procedure.
He will be sworn in at the regular
meeting on November 13.
Council voted to continue on the
same path. Council meetings will
still be held on the second Monday
of the month except when that day is
a statutory holiday. In that case, the
meeting will be held the next day.
Mayor Lunn will continue to be
Slocan’s director on both the RDCK
board and the West Kootenay Boundary

Smokey Creek Salvage
24 HR TOWING

New & Used Auto Parts, Back Hoe Work,
Certified Welding & Repairs, Vehicle Removal
WE BUY CARS & TRUCKS

359-7815 ; 1-877-376-6539
3453 YEATMAN RD, SOUTH SLOCAN

THANK YOU!
To all the people who
supported me at the polls on
October 20.
I promise to work hard for you
and do the best job I can.
COLIN MOSS
Councilor,
Village of New Denver

Regional Hospital District Board.
Councillor Perriere will continue to
be alternate director for both boards
though she offered to step aside from
the hospital board if Councillor Buller
should be interested in taking over this
position.
If the mayor is absent, councillors
will serve as acting mayor on the
following schedule: Pelletier November to January; Perriere February to April; Van Bynen - May
to July; and Buller - August to October.
Mayor Lunn reminded council “of
their duty to respect confidentiality
during and after their term of office.”

It is also legally required that former
councillors “return all in camera and/
or confidential documents pertaining
to the municipality and... delete all
confidential correspondence from their
email accounts.”
Mayor Lunn thanked citizens for
“coming out to vote” and all candidates
for running. She thanked staff for
running a “seamless election.” CAO
Michelle Gordon reported that only 117
ballots were cast in the election though
310 voters were eligible. Gordon said
she wasn’t sure why there was such a
poor turnout.
Councillor Pelletier reported that

Tim Reilly is the new chair of the
Affordable Housing Commission and
that Merina Mathews has joined the
group. More members are needed as
many previous members are away
in the winter. The secretary and
treasurer positions are still vacant.
The Affordable Housing Commission
was to meet with BC Housing on
November 8.
Councillor Pelletier asked what was
holding up the completion of the beach
wall. CAO Gordon said it was on hold
until the waterfront plan is completed.
Pelletier asked if the remaining lockblocks could be piled up out of the

way. CAO Gordon agreed to pass on
his request to Public Works. Mayor
Lunn said it would be good to put up a
sign at the beach explaining what would
happen in the different phases of the
waterfront development project. She
reminded the others of the open house
on the preliminary design plan for the
waterfront on November 20.
Councillor Van Bynen said two
people had expressed interest in taking
over the outdoor rink duties. CAO
Gordon said she was looking for grants
to fund rink improvements and that
Public Works Supervisor Tim Hill had
priced out lights for the rink.

by Art Joyce
New Denver resident K.Linda
Kivi has received a response to her
open letter to Rob MacDonald, BC
Parks, about the poor shape of the
trails in Valhalla Provincial Park. Her
letter was published in the October 18
Valley Voice.
In his response, MacDonald,
BC Parks Kootenay Section Head,
noted that the ministry’s resources
are limited. However, he said BC
Parks is proposing a capital project
for Valhalla Park that will include the
re-routing and re-establishment of the
trail to New Denver Glacier via Sharp
Creek. Provided the project meets
“impact assessment criteria” and
receives the necessary funding, it will
include upgrades to the Evans Beach
to Emerald Lake trail; enhancements
to the Nemo Creek Falls loop trail
to make it accessible to mobility
restricted visitors; and possibly the
refurbishing of the nine lakeshore
campsites “with additional camping
opportunities at five of them.” The
project would also replace vandalized
park furniture at Emerald Lake.
He pointed out that toilet and
campsite upgrades in the GwillimDrinnon-Gimli area at the south end
of the park have been underway for
the past two seasons.
MacDonald says BC Parks has
developed a section-wide inventory

and maintenance plan that covers
both East and West Kootenay parks,
identifying priorities on an annual
basis. However, the plan is what he
calls “a moving target,” impacted by
wildfire seasons, funding, capacity
and other factors.
“We need to be strategic
when allocating resources to trail
maintenance, which is only one
piece of our business. Considerations

include the number of users, public
safety concerns, our ability to keep
a particular trail viable, as well as
the implications of not maintaining
a particular trail.”
He said there are 50 kilometres
of trail in Valhalla Park alone,
in addition to other parks in the
Kootenay Section.
“Some trails are not on the
priority list at all as the resources

required exceed our capacity and
cannot be justified given the use
levels.”
The trail network in Valhalla
Park evolved from a combination
of trails built by BC Parks along
with historical hiking, prospecting
or game trails. MacDonald says the
ministry has “struggled to maintain it
all,” and admits that it hasn’t been “a
sustainable approach.”

BC Parks responds to concerns about Valhalla Park trails
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At New Denver council’s inaugural meeting on November 5, Councillor Moss was appointed as the Village of New Denver’s representative on the Regional
District of Central Kootenay (RDCK) board and on the West Kootenay Boundary Regional Hospital District board . Councillor Fyke was appointed as the alternate
director for both boards. L to R: Councillor John Fyke, Councillor Colin Moss, Mayor Leonard Casley, Councillor Vern Gustafson, Councillor Gerald Wagner.

Appointments made at Silverton inaugural meeting

At Silverton council’s inaugural
meeting November 7, appointments were
made as follows.
RDCK Director: Councillor Main/
Alternate: Mayor Clarke
Slocan District Chamber of
Commerce Liaison: Councillor Kerry
Gordon/ Alternate: Councillor Arlene
Yofonoff
Municipal Emergency

Management: K. Gordon/ Alternate:
Councillor Tanya Gordon
Regional Hospital Board: Main/
Alternate: Clarke
S l o c a n Va l l e y E c o n o m i c
Development Commission: Main/
Resident representative: Barb Fuhrer
Rec Commission #6: T. Gordon/
Alternate: Yofonoff
Rosebery Parklands and

Trails Commission: Main/ Resident
representative: Hank Hastings
Winlaw Regional and Nature Park
Commission: Main
Slocan District Chamber of
Commerce Health Committee: Main
Ktunaxa Kinbasket Treaty Advisory
Committee: T. Gordon/ Alternate: Main
Slocan Lake Arts Council Liaison:
Clarke/ Alternate: Yofonoff

Silverton’s new council: Councillor Tanya Gordon, Councillor Leah Main, Councillor Arlene Yofonoff, Councillor Kerry Gordon, Mayor Jason Clarke.

Friends of Kootenay Lake summit held in Kaslo
by Art Joyce
The Friends of Kootenay Lake
Stewardship Society (FOKLSS) held
their sixth annual Kootenay Lake
Summit in Kaslo on November 3
at JV Humphries School, providing
updates on their programs and special
presentations by guest speakers. The
Lighthouse auditorium was packed and
guests enjoyed a full dinner and dessert
while being entertained by harpist and
singer Diemm.
After dinner guests enjoyed two
special presentations: My Old Sister:
A Brief History of Kootenay Lake by
author Luanne Armstrong and The
Highway Across Kootenay Lake, a
history of local ferries by historian

Michael Cone.
Armstrong’s family has lived on
the east shore of Kootenay Lake for
three generations, and she has lived
there for most of her adult life of 70
years. She provided a brief history of
the lake through time, from its formation
within the Purcell Trench some 70-100
million years ago. She spoke of the
rich life of the region’s first inhabitants,
the Ktunaxa, thanks to the abundance
of wild game, plants, berries and fish.
When European settlers arrived with the
intention of farming, their attitude toward
wildlife was different. She said even her
father viewed many animals simply as
“enemies” or pests that needed to be shot.
Armstrong pointed out that although

visitors to Kootenay Lake and even
residents see a “pristine” landscape, in
fact it has been an embattled ecology
since the arrival of Europeans. “They
don’t see how much it is still a recovering
ecology,” she said.
It started with William BaillieGrohman’s attempts to dredge the
narrows near Nelson and drain the
“swamp” at the foot of the lake near
Creston to create more farmland.
Today biologists realize that immense
value of marsh ecosystems and the
Creston wetlands are an internationally
designated, protected site.
Then with the ramping up of
production at the Bluebell Mine, mine
waste or slag was dumped into the lake.

by Jan McMurray
The inaugural meeting of Kaslo
council on November 5 began with
the oaths of office, followed by a
moment of silence for former CAO
Rae Sawyer, who recently passed on.
In Mayor Suzan Hewat’s
inaugural address, she encouraged
respectful debate and healthy
discussion. She noted that in public
service, you can’t provide everyone
with what they want.
Mayor Hewat was appointed as
the Village of Kaslo’s representative

on the Regional District of Central
Kootenay (RDCK) board and the
West Kootenay Boundary Regional
Hospital District (WKBRHD) board,
and to the Ktunaxa Kinbasket Treaty
Advisory Committee.
Councillor Rob Lang was
appointed alternate representative to
the RDCK and WKBRHD boards,
and as aerodrome liaison.
Councillor Molly Leathwood was
appointed to the arena association and
as RCMP liaison.
Councillor Henry Van Mill was

appointed to the Kaslo Housing
Society, Emergency Preparedness
(alternate Mayor Hewat), and as
Chamber of Commerce liaison.
Councillor Kellie Knoll was
appointed to Facilities and Recreation,
as the school liaison, and as alternate
on the Ktunaxa Kinbasket Treaty
Advisory Committee.
The CAO was appointed to the
Kootenay Lake Partnership, and
resident Steve Anderson as the Village
representative on the Kaslo & District
Community Forest Society board.

Appointments made at Kaslo council’s November 5 inaugural meeting

Kaslo’s new council: Councillor Kellie Knoll, Mayor Suzan Hewat, Councillor Molly Leathwood, Councillor Henry Van Mill. Councillor Rob Lang
attended the inaugural meeting electronically, so is missing from the photo.

Lardeau Valley now has its own Rideshare web page
by Jan McMurray
A Lardeau Valley Rideshare
web page is now up and running at
lardeauvalley.ride-share.org. “I’m
hoping it will help people travel more to
and from the area,” said Nichol Ward,
administrator of the Lardeau Valley
Opportunities Links Society (LINKS).
LINKS received approximately $700
in Columbia Basin Trust Community
Initiatives and Affected Area funding and
partnered with Kootenay Rideshare, a
project of the West Kootenay Ecosociety,
to set up the Lardeau Valley page.
Ward said the main intent behind
the Lardeau Valley Rideshare page is
to help people – those who don’t have
vehicles or don’t want to drive in winter,
people who need to get to appointments,
or people who are ill.
“The Rideshare page is there to
support individuals so they can remain
living in this lovely community,”
said Ward. “Rideshare will help with
networking and sharing resources with
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our neighbours. I think it will bring
the community closer together by just
linking people.”
A seniors needs assessment
conducted from 2014 to 2016 identified
transportation as one of three top
priorities, Ward says, and the Rideshare
page will help address this.
She said the once a week bus service
from the Lardeau Valley to Nelson

and back, on Thursdays, is very much
appreciated but it doesn’t fill all the
needs of valley residents. She adds that
ridesharing is good for the environment.
Ward will be hosting tutorials on
how to use the Rideshare web page at
the Argenta Hall and the Lardeau Valley
Community Centre.
Email links@lardeauvalley.com for
more information.

submitted
NDP MP Wayne Stetski’s private
member’s Bill C-281, An Act to establish
a National Local Food Day, moved to
the Senate with unanimous support at
third reading in the House of Commons.
The bill designates the Friday before
Thanksgiving of each year as National
Local Food Day.
“Local food is so important to
Canadians, their families, and
communities from coast to coast to
coast,” said Stetski. “Supporting local
food promotes tourism, local economies,

food security and health, and greatly
benefits the environment and the fight
against climate change by reducing the
carbon cost of our food.
“Once again, I am proud that this
Bill has moved ahead with unanimous
support at all stages, and would like to
thank all my colleagues in the House of
Commons for their support.”
“I look forward to this bill moving
through the next stage of the legislative
process, and hope that senators,
regardless of affiliation, will support a
National Local Food Day without delay.”

NDP bill to establish Local Food Day moves to senate

Prior to the construction of the Libby
Dam, runoff from the fertilizer plant at
the Sullivan Mine in Kimberley created
algae blooms in the lake. The Columbia
River dam system was another major
impact on the lake’s ecology, still playing
out today in the recent crash of the
kokanee population, which is hovering
near extirpation levels.
Historian Michael Cone’s
presentation on the history of Kootenay
Lake ferries from 1921 to the present was
beautifully illustrated with many slides
of period photos. The history of ferries
in the Kootenays is intimately bound up
with the introduction of the automobile
early in the last century. Once Henry
Ford made cars affordable to the working
class, automobile-touring clubs sprang
up across North America. But the road
system lagged far behind, especially in
the BC interior. The steamboats that had
served Kootenay Lake residents had to
be adapted to serve as ferries. Historical
photos showed buses precariously loaded
across the bow of the SS Kuskanook or
Nasookin, the CPR flagships of the era.
“In the 1920s if you saw four or five
cars, that was big news. The Nasookin
could handle up to 13 cars although
it wasn’t actually designed for cars.”
With the nature of travel changing, the
ship’s luxurious accommodations were
removed and other alterations made to
better service car traffic. By the 1940s,
the Nasookin was cut down from four to
only two decks and the wheelhouse, as
you see it today on Nelson’s north shore.
By 1945, however, the Nasookin was
too antiquated for its task as a car ferry.
The new highways minister, Hubert
Anscomb, announced that a new ferry
would be built. Anscomb set about the
task of finding the shortest route across
Kootenay Lake, which meant moving
the east shore terminal from Gray Creek
to Kootenay Landing. Fraser’s Landing
(near Balfour) had been the terminal on
the West Arm but Anscomb proposed
Queens Bay as a more logical place. In
a historical echo of recent events, that
choice proved controversial, as most
of the ferry crews lived in Procter. The
current site at Balfour became the default
choice.

The MV Anscomb was launched
October 17, 1946, featuring a white pine
upper deck that was later removed. The
steamship Moyie was still being used but
couldn’t carry all the car traffic so another
ferry was commissioned in 1954, the MV
Balfour. Its structure was based on WWII
landing craft technology, which created
major problems with steering, and some
crewmembers threatened to quit rather
than serve on it. The Balfour would often
get thrown off course and for this reason
was dubbed the Kon-Tiki. This writer’s
grandfather John Herbert ‘Herb’ Brown
helped build the original Balfour ferry
terminal and served as engineer on both
ferries until his retirement in 1977.

Support the Valley
Voice with a voluntary
subscription

Only $10-$30

Send Cheque or Money Order to:
Valley Voice, Box 70,
New Denver, BC V0G 1S0
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Since1986
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We’ve filled the store with lots of
goodies for the season!
Stop by Monday through Saturday
for a browse.
250.353.2566
408 Front Street, Kaslo, BC
www.figmentscanada.com
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Former Red Mountain Internet customers now online with Columbia Wireless

Our valley’s green
grocer since 1990

• Fresh
• Organic
• Wholesome

caused at the Hills tower because it was
powered with solar energy only. The
backup generator that had been there
wasn’t included in the sale of RMIS to
Columbia Wireless – it was used to pay
the debt to RMIS founder Larry Lavan.
“We completely rebuilt the Hills
tower on November 4, so now it’s a
brand new tower,” Leslie said. “There’s
one uplink, and it’s to the Hills tower, so
if the Hills tower goes down, it affects
everyone. So now we can rely on that
tower 100%.”
The next task is to transition all
former RMIS clients to the Columbia
Wireless billing system. “We will start
phoning people and we’ll get everyone
on the appropriate package,” Leslie said.
“We’ll start billing people from the time
of the phone call. We won’t be billing for
the transition time and outage.”
Leslie says taking over the RMIS
system improves Columbia Wireless’
coverage and ability to provide
bandwidth. When both systems were

1290 Hwy #6
Crescent Valley
250-359-7323
– Open daily –

(Closed Christmas & New Year’s day)

THE VILLAGE OF
NEW DENVER
OPEN BURNING REGULATIONS

All residents and visitors are reminded that outdoor burning is regulated
within the Village of New Denver and permits are required for all outdoor
fires except cooking fires. This fall’s window for open burning has closed
and the next period for open burning will begin on April 1, 2018.

UTILITY PAYMENT REMINDER

If you have not yet paid your 2018 Utility Bills for water and garbage collection
charges, please do so before December 31, 2018 to avoid daily interest
charges. Payments can be made by cash, cheque or debit at the Village
Office, or through KSCU’s online payment service. 2019 Utility Bills will be
mailed to property owners in early January. If you have questions about the
status of your account, please contact the Village office.

PREPARING FOR WINTER SNOWPLOWING

The Village of New Denver reminds residents that snow removal is a priority
over the winter months. The Village requests your cooperation in removing
items from the lanes, alleys and boulevards so that plowing can be done
efficiently and safely.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT COMMISSION
APPOINTMENTS

The Council of the Village of New Denver is actively seeking individuals
to sit on the following Regional District of Central Kootenay Commissions:
·

Rosebery Parklands and Trails (Galena Trail) Commission

·

Recreation Commission # 6

·

Slocan Valley Economic Development Commission

Letters of interest should be submitted to the Council of the Village of New
Denver no later than 4:00 pm on November 22, 2018. If you have any
questions, please contact the Village Office.
115 Slocan Avenue • P.O. Box 40, New Denver, BC V0G 1S0
(250) 358-2316 • office@newdenver.ca • www.newdenver.ca

operating in the same area, there were
sometimes issues with interference. “We
figured out how to work around each
other, but it affected our bandwidth. Now
I can use bigger channels and provide
more bandwidth to the same client
base. I’ve already had some feedback
from customers who are noticing a huge
improvement to their speeds and ability
to stream TV.”

Leslie says he is looking at erecting
a tower on the west side of Slocan
Lake. He hopes to apply for a Crown
land lease in spring 2019. “The Idaho
Peak tower and a tower across the lake
from Silverton, nice and high like the
Idaho Peak one, would cover everyone,”
he said. This would allow for the
elimination of the Red Mountain and
the Rosebery towers, which are both on

private property.
The tower on Lavan’s property
on Red Mountain Road will run until
July 30 of next year. “We’ll help them
demolish it, and by then we’ll have
another tower built to pick up the slack,”
he said.
The Crown land lease for the Hills
tower is being transferred to Columbia
Wireless in December or January.

by Art Joyce
Lucerne School grades 4-6 teacher
Katrina Sumrall has won the Columbia
Basin Environmental Education
Network (CBEEN) award along with
eight other regional educators. The
teachers were honoured at the 2018
Canadian Environmental Education
Conference held October 20 at St.
Eugene Resort near Cranbrook.
Sumrall was also recently a finalist
for a Premier’s Award for Excellence
in Education in the Community
Engagement category.
As most anyone who lives in
New Denver knows, Sumrall is “the
environmental conscience, leader, and
hero in School District 10,” to quote
CBEEN. For more than 25 years at
Lucerne School, her students have
done all the recycling for the school
while learning about sustainability and
the environment. She has been a key
champion of the school’s garden and
greenhouse, and the annual Lucerne
School Harvest Festival. Sumrall’s
achievements were profiled in the
2015 film Garden, Greenhouse and
Sustainability.
Her composting program has been
replicated in numerous other schools.
Her students and community volunteers
collect compostable materials at the
annual Hills Garlic Festival, making
it a zero waste event. In 2013, as part
of a Healthy Community Society
project, Sumrall’s class was mentored
by community elders in about a dozen
north Slocan Valley gardens. The results
were documented in a book, The Talking
Spade, written by Anne Champagne
with photography by Chillia Zoll. In

2017, Sumrall’s class learned about the
backstory of our regional landfills and
created their own film documentary,
Where Does It Really Go?
“Whether paddling Slocan Lake,
filming, publishing, collaborating or
composting with students, Katrina’s
lifelong work is as an environmental
educator,” concludes CBEEN.
Other awards went to Courtney
Haeusler and Dawn Deydey of Fernie,
Janene Stein of Balfour, Joan Dolinsky
of Golden, Kristina Leidums of Creston,
Laura Jackman of Rossland, Mardelle
Sauerborn of Sparwood and Sheena
Stienstra of Castlegar.
Past recipients Janet Kuijt, Natasha
Burgess and Erika Momeyer presented
the awards. Nominees are chosen by
their peers and awarded by a committee
of past recipients.
The local region also brought home
two Canadian Awards of Environmental
Education Excellence. The Kootenay-

Boundary’s School Superintendent
Environmental Education Initiative
(KBEE) was recognized for their work
in supporting place-based learning in
schools around the region. The initiative
supports a coordinated focus on K-12
environmental education across six
school districts and is considered unique
in BC if not all of Canada. School
districts 8 (Kootenay Lake) and 10
(Arrow Lakes) are part of the project
coalition.
CBEEN’s Executive Director,
Duncan Whittick, received the national
award for outstanding individual
supporting an organization in Canada.
“Duncan is a big picture thinker who is
able to pay attention to the details,” notes
CBEEN, “from bringing together local
environmental educators to bringing
Jane Goodall to Cranbrook; from
organizing small leadership clinics to
organizing a national conference in the
Kootenays.”

submitted
The community has many hardworking non-profit groups run
by volunteer boards of directors,
committees and members. Volunteer
work done by our friends and
neighbours, for various community
causes, includes the ongoing task of
fundraising. Many local non-profit
groups do not have charitable status
and a tax deduction incentive is not
available, making fundraising more
challenging.
The community of non-profit
groups and artists are invited to help
their fundraising by having a table at
a Seasons Celebration at the Slocan
Park Hall on December 2. Tables
for non-profits are free and we invite
these groups to bring information and
fundraising items to distribute and
celebrate with the community. Tables
for local artisans are by donation and
we invite artists to contribute a sample
of their artwork as a donation.
Set up will be at 10 am and doors
will be open from 11 to 4:30. A food

booth will be open throughout the day.
If you are interested in a table please
call 250-226-7324.
Watch for our advertisement in
the November 29 Valley Voice. Hope
to see you there. This opportunity
is made available by the RDCK
Discretionary Fund and the Columbia

New Denver teacher Katrina Sumrall wins CBEEN award

Katrina Sumrall has won the Columbia Basin Environmental Education Network (CBEEN) award
along with eight other regional educators.

Seasonal celebration of non-profits and artisans at Slocan Park Hall, December 2

Basin Trust Sponsorship Program,
organized by the Perry Ridge Water
Users Association.
“Never doubt that a small group
of thoughtful, committed citizens can
change the world. Indeed, it is the only
thing that ever has.” – Margaret Mead,
American cultural anthropologist
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by Jan McMurray
As of November 5, all former Red
Mountain Internet Society (RMIS)
customers are now online with Columbia
Wireless.
“We finally got everyone online
after a long outage,” said CEO Ben
Leslie. “Basically everyone on the RMIS
network was out for a good five days, but
we emailed everyone to let them know
it would be up by November 7, and we
beat that by two days.”
Leslie explained that the outage was

Kokanee from Baldface. Come to a seasonal celebration of non-profits and artisans at
Slocan Park Hall, December 2.
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VR film producers explain Japanese-Canadian internment film project at open house
edited film to clock in at around 20
minutes.
The partners were seeking extras –
or ‘background performers’ as they’re
now known in the film industry – to
appear on camera during shooting
scheduled for November 7 on New
Denver’s main street. They were
also looking for 1940s era vehicles
for the street scene. Costumes are to
be supplied by the Capitol Theatre
costume department in Nelson, some
they brought with them, with possibly
some from the private collection of
Steve and Linny LaMarsh. The team
has been in contact with Amanda
Murphy, who manages the Nikkei
Internment Memorial Centre (NIMC),
for about a year in preparation for
filming.
Cairns said that despite having
degrees in archaeology and
anthropology, he’d never learned
about the Japanese-Canadian
internment history in all his schooling.
That both shocked him and made him
more curious about it as a subject for
a documentary. When an IndieGogo
fundraising campaign stalled due to
being ‘trolled’ by racists telling the

partners they should abandon the idea,
Cairns was even more determined to
proceed with the project.
Fortunately, they got a better
reception from the National
Association of Japanese Canadians
(NAJC), which has grants available
for projects that record this history.
With the support of the Vernon
Japanese Cultural Society, VR360
received a $5,000 grant. Although
they also reached out to David Suzuki
and Star Trek actor George Takei, no
further funding materialized. Cairns
and Dow decided to carry on anyway.
“Jim and I are basically working
for free, and hopefully we don’t
actually lose money. Getting trolled
in social media made us want to do
the project even more so we could
educate people.”
Dow said he and his wife first
visited New Denver in the mid-1990s
while the NIMC was still being built
in the Orchard. A Japanese-Canadian
friend and colleague was able to get
them a sneak peek, although the centre
had yet to open to the public. Cairns
first visited New Denver in 2005
and was similarly captivated by the

PHOTO CREDIT: ART JOYCE

by Art Joyce
Graham Cairns and Jim Dow,
partners in a new virtual reality (VR)
production being filmed in New
Denver, held an open house at Knox
Hall the evening of November 5 to
explain the project.
The film will be a short
documentary of Japanese-Canadian
internment, with the unique
‘immersive’ quality of VR giving
viewers a ‘day in the life’ of an
internee in 1943.
Dow and Cairns operate VR360
Media in Kelowna, the name alluding
to the new technology that allows
a special camera to film a full
360-degree view. Although special
VR headsets are generally used to
watch these films, Cairns said they
can also be viewed on computers and
smart phones.
“Nobody’s yet made a feature
length film in VR because nobody
wants to be inside the headset for an
hour or more,” said Cairns. “It can be
disorienting especially if you suffer
from motion sickness. It’s a great
technology but not for everybody.”
For this reason he expects the final

PHOTO CREDIT: ART JOYCE

Sakaye Hashimoto (New Denver resident) and actor Keiko Fitz-Earle are on set on the main street of New Denver.

Graham Cairns and Jim Dow of VR360
Media were in New Denver November
7-9 filming a new documentary about
Japanese-Canadian internment during
WWII. Here, the scene is 1946, the tearful
parting of friends after the war.

centre and the rich tapestry of local
history on offer. With Murphy’s help,
they contacted the Burnaby Nikkei
Centre and the New Denver Kyowakai
Society, passing drafts of the script by
them to ensure historical accuracy.
Kyowakai member Sakaye
Hashimoto is among those of Japanese
ancestry who have agreed to appear
in the film. Due to the low budget,
they are doing so as volunteers. One
Japanese-Canadian actor is returning
from a visit to Japan in order to
participate.
“I think it’s an important story no
matter what nationality you are,” said
Cairns. “Jim and I are each wearing
about 12 hats to get this film made.”
Locations featured in the film will

include interior shots in the NIMC’s
preserved internment shack, a dance
hall interior to be shot in Kelowna, a
shot outside Bosun Hall, and the main
street scenes.
Dow said when the production
is finished they plan to donate a VR
headset to the NIMC loaded with
the final edit of the film. Although
no distribution deal has been signed,
Cairns said there are online streaming
platforms such as Vreal that operate
similarly to iTunes for downloading.
A partner in the film who teaches
at Okanagan College is interested
in exploring the film’s educational
potential.
For more information visit https://
vr360media.ca
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Remembrance Day: The Great War and Nakusp
submitted
On June 28, 1914, Archduke
Franz Ferdinand, heir to the throne of
Austria-Hungary, was assassinated in
Sarajevo, Bosnia, by a Serbian Black
Hand member, Gavrilo Princip.
On July 28, Austria-Hungary,
under pressure from Germany,
declared war on Serbia. On August
1, Germany declared war on Russia
and then two days later, on France.
Belgium was neutral, decided to
resist any invasion by Germany,
and was guaranteed protection by
Britain. Germany invaded Belgium
on August 3.
On August 4, Britain declared
war on Germany. Canada, as
part of the British Empire, was
automatically at war. By September
8, more than 30,000 Canadian
officers and men were assembled
at a hastily constructed camp at Val
Cartier, Quebec.
The men from Nakusp who
signed up included: Surgeon Lt.
WH Lavelle, FW Vipond, George
Stevens, R Ashby, TH Newman,
Joseph Burkitt, George Hardy,
Lt. L Hope-Robinson, E Young,
H Wynn Edwards, JD Elliot, H
Garton, HW Herridge, W Nelson, H
North, EL White, RL Gore-Langton,
Christopher Love, RK Beswick,
Quartermaster Sgt G Craft, Leslie
Smith, WS Scholefield, F Bennison,
Thomas Moore, Capt. EC Carver,
A Burling, David D Wood, Thomas
Horner, TB Bastin, Marvin Bowes,
J West, Herbert Miller, H Masters,
Frank Lebarge, Stanley Hill, Joseph
Robinson, R Murray, Frank Rushton,
Percy North, Lt. Carstairs, Eric
Stokes, Harry Hughes, Edgar Stobo,

AO Dunn, A Cunningham, EH
Simpson and R Potts.
On October 3, 1914, a fleet of
ocean liners filled with Canadian
recruits were escorted by four British
light cruisers to England, where
the Canadians lived and trained on
Salisbury Plain for four months.
The following February the soldiers
went to France and were introduced
to trench warfare at Armentieres.
The fight between German and
Allied forces was mostly conducted
between opposing trenches with
sections of No Man’s Land in
between.
In early 1915, the 54th
(Kootenay) Battalion was formed;
Revelstoke and Nelson became
the recruiting centres. Others from
town who joined at that time were
Joe Crowell, Alf Moul, Horace
Waterfield, Jack Kerr, Pete Gibeau,
Charlie Gregory, John (Chip) Kerr,
Sid Leary, Fred Vipond, Frank
Benton, Mervyn Edwards, Jerry
Smith, Art Genelle, George Anthony,
Charlie Vanderburgh, Joe Parent Jr.,
WG Battershall and H Rothwell.
On April 22, 1915, at the Ypres
Salient in Belgium, the Germans
were the first armed force ever to use
chlorine gas as a weapon. The gas
seared lungs and caused agonizing
death by suffocation. Though use of
poison gas in warfare was against
the Hague convention, both German
and Allied forces used it as the war
continued.
The Canadian First Division
fought in France at Givenchy and
Festubert in 1915. Then they returned
to Belgium to hold the line. Constant
artillery shelling on the battlefields of

both France and Belgium destroyed
the natural drainage of this largely
flat landscape. Rainy weather
resulted in wet and unimaginably
muddy conditions in the trenches and
No Man’s Land.
Battles fought by Canadians in
1916 included St. Eloi and Mount
Sorrel in Belgium, and the extremely
muddy Somme in France that fall.
At the beginning of 1917, the
Canadians were preparing for the
assault on Vimy Ridge. Both British
and French forces had unsuccessfully
attempted to take this height of land,
but in April the Canadian Corps
succeeded where others had failed.
That year ended with them back in
Belgium, at the infamously muddy
Battle of Passchendaele. Canadians
alone suffered 16,000 casualties
there.
As the ‘War to End All
Wars’ dragged on into 1918, the
Canadians were spared the brunt
of the surprisingly forceful German
spring offensive. In August, they
joined other British forces in the
Battle of Amiens, when for the first
time they left the trenches behind,
and advanced for eight miles (13
kilometres) in one day. This was only
one of many battles that followed,
with the German army retreating
as it fought on. It culminated in the
Canadian capture of Mons, Belgium,
on November 10/11, 1918. On the
11th hour of the 11th day of the 11th
month in 1918, hostilities ended
and the sound of firing ceased. An
Armistice between the Allies and
Germany took effect at that time.
Around 425,000 Canadians
served overseas with the Canadian

Expeditionary Force between 1914
and 1918. Approximately 61,000
died there, and are either buried or
memorialized there.
The roll call of the Nakusp-area
fallen: Frank Benton, Marvin Bowes,
William Clease, E Mervin Edwards,
Charles Gregory, Walter Hoare, John
Ion, Alex James, William Marsland,
Chris Marsden, Alfred Moseley,
Alfred Moul, Frank Labarge,
Samuel Reid, Joseph Robinson, Eric
Stokes, Fred Swires, Robert Stobo,

Hugh Taylor, John Ward, Horace
Waterfield, and Charles Jeffery.
There are hundreds of cemeteries,
and many memorials to the Great War
in Belgium and France. Canada’s
War Memorial at Vimy Ridge was
only completed in 1936. Three years
later, Canada independently declared
war on Germany a few days after
Britain did, as the Second World
War began. The Great War became
the First World War with those
declarations.

submitted
BC Hydro used helicopters to place
osprey nests back onto the repaired or
replaced power pole structures in the
Nakusp Transmission Line Project.
Osprey may re-use nests for
decades, with multiple generations of
an osprey family raised in the same
nest. They like to place their nests as
high as possible, so sometimes use
power pole structures.
Osprey nests on transmission
power pole structures can safely
remain in place. On transmission
lines, the wires are very far apart so
electrocution through contact with
more than one phase of wire at the
same time is very unlikely.
On distribution power poles where
the wires are much closer together, the
osprey and their nests can face risk
of electrocution. In these cases, BC
Hydro often moves the nest to a nearby
nesting platform in order keep the birds
and nest safe.
On the Nakusp Transmission Line
Project, nests were moved so that

repairs could be done to the power pole
structures where the nests were located.
Crews waited to start work until nests
were not in use and the osprey in the
area had moved on for the season.
Due to the remote location of the
transmission line and inaccessibility
by truck, each nest was removed intact
with the cross arm from the power pole
structure. The nest and cross arm were
carried by helicopter to ground crews
who cut away the ends of the cross
arm. The nest and now smaller cross
arm portion supporting it were then
lifted back up and fastened onto the
newly replaced cross arm of the power
pole structure.
Originally constructed in 1957, just
over one third of the 800 plus power
pole structures along the 100-kilometrelong Nakusp Transmission Line were
damaged or in poor condition prior
to the project’s start. Since spring of
2017, BC Hydro has been working to
complete restoration and repair work
on the line that serves more than 3,000
customers in the Nakusp area.

BC Hydro replaces
osprey nests on power poles

FREEZER PACKAGES
#1 PACKAGE
$160
8 lbs Pork Chops Centre Cut
8 lbs Chicken Breast - Bone in
2 Whole Fryers
8 lbs Lean Ground Beef
5 lbs Sirloin Tip Roast
		
#2 PACKAGE
$215
8 LBS Lean Ground Beef
5 lbs Rib steaks
5 lbs outside round roast
5 lbs Chicken Breast - Boneless
5 lbs Beef Stew
8 lbs Pork Chops Centre Cut
		
#3 PACKAGE
$225
10 lbs Pork Sirloin Steak
10 lbsPork Breaded Cutlets
8 lbs Pork Tenderloin
10 lbs Center cut Chops & Roast - Boneless
10 lbs Ground Pork or 7 lbs pork sausage

#4 PACKAGE
$275
10 lbs Rib Steaks - Boneless
8 lbs Top Sirloin Roast
8 lbs Top Sirloin Steaks
5 lbs New York Strip Steaks
#5 PACKAGE
$360
20 lbs Lean Ground Beef
10 lbs Beef Stew
10 lbs Outside Round Roast - Boneless
5 lbs Rib Steak
10 lbs Whole Chicken Legs
10 lbs Chicken Breast - Bone in
5 lbs Pork Chops Centre Cut or Roast
		

Lowering the cross arm with the osprey nest into place.

We also have fresh
sausages made in store.

New Market Foods 6th Avenue • New Denver, BC
250-358-2270 • shop@newmarketfoods.com

Osprey in flight.
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Former Kaslo residents still trying to bring cheetahs to Crawford Bay
by Jan McMurray
Former Kaslo residents Earl
Pfeifer and Carol Plato have a dream to
bring their cheetahs, Annie and Robin,
to their property in Crawford Bay,
and to run an educational program
through the schools in the region.
Similar programs in other countries
have proven to be very effective in
teaching students about cheetahs
and their impending extinction – and
by extension, about the decline of
wildlife across the globe.
But Pfeifer and Plato have applied
to the BC government for a permit to
bring the cheetahs to BC three times
now – to Kaslo, Creston and Crawford
Bay – and their applications have all
been denied.
Pfeifer appealed the government’s
decision to deny the permit for
Crawford Bay, and the appeal was
heard by the Environmental Appeal
Board (EAB) October 1-4 at the
Adventure Hotel in Nelson. The
EAB is an independent quasi-judicial
regulatory agency that hears appeals
of certain decisions under the Wildlife
Act and other Acts related to the
environment.
Pfeifer is now in Crawford Bay
waiting for the EAB’s decision, while
Plato is in Seagrave, Ontario, with the
cheetahs, who are at Northwood Zoo.
“All I want to do is let children
see an animal they would otherwise
never see in their life and maybe
get the next generation to care just
a little bit about our future,” Pfeifer
said in an interview. “We live in
the Anthropocene – man controls
every aspect of this planet. As every
conservationist, scientist and biologist
in the world is telling us, we are
destroying the place. The cheetah will
be extinct in the wild in 2024. In 60
years or less, the same will happen in
BC – the apex animals will be gone.
My goal is to try and get people to
care about this. It appears that the
government does not.”
Pfeifer said it all started when
he lived across the street from the
school in Kaslo, and felt he wanted
to do something to give back to the
community. “I got the idea [for an
educational program with cheetahs]
at a gas station in Winston, Oregon.
Winston has one of the eight cheetah
breeding facilities in the US. I knew
some things about cheetahs because
I had worked a bit with cougars and
knew cheetahs were fairly docile,”
he says.
He and Plato spent a year reading
extensively about cheetahs, and
another year visiting several places
in North America where cheetahs are
kept. They spent time with the cheetah
trainers and handlers to gain direct
experience and knowledge of cheetah
behaviour, health, and enclosure
requirements.
Pfeifer and Plato purchased the
cheetahs from a licenced breeder in
South Africa, where Annie and Robin
were born in captivity in April and
July 2012. Pfeifer and Plato legally
imported them into Canada to the
Northwood Zoo in Seagrave, Ontario
in June 2013. “Ontario was the only
province with no exotic animal laws
– but it was a huge battle to get past

the federal government,” Pfeifer says.
The couple moved the cheetahs to
Discovery Wildlife Park in Innisfail,
Alberta in October 2013, where they
stayed until October 2014.
They applied for a permit in spring
2014 to bring the cheetahs to Kaslo; in
June 2014 to bring them to Creston;
and on July 5, 2016 to bring them to
Crawford Bay.
In December 2015, a cheetah was
spotted loose on Highway 3A near
Crawford Bay. The Conservation
Officer Service investigated, and Plato
and Pfeifer were charged in December
2016 of possessing a prohibited
species individual without a permit.
The charges were withdrawn in June
2017 due to improperly obtained
evidence and an improperly obtained
search warrant.
In August 2017, the Director of
Wildlife and Habitat (Ministry of
Forests, Lands, and Natural Resource
Operations) denied Pfeifer and Plato’s
permit application to keep the cheetahs
at their home in Crawford Bay.
At the appeal hearing, Pfeifer
admitted to having the cheetahs in
Crawford Bay without a permit, and
expressed remorse, acknowledging
that this was a huge mistake. In the
interview, Pfeifer explained that he
and the cheetahs were out for a walk
when Annie ran off, but she came back
right away when he banged on her
dinner bowl with a fork. “Cheetahs
form very strong bonds with people,”
he said in the interview. “Annie and
Robin are happy with us. They are safe
and sound, and always have been.”
During the appeal hearing, counsel

for the BC Director of Wildlife argued
that the director was following the
law (Wildlife Act and Controlled
Alien Species Regulation) when
she denied the permit application
for Annie and Robin. According to
the Permit Regulation, the director
could have issued a permit only if
“special circumstances” existed. The
Controlled Alien Species Procedure
sets out three situations that can be
considered special circumstances
– transitory permit, for commercial
filming, or related to a rescue centre
– and none of these apply to Pfeifer
and Plato’s situation.
“Neither the Director, nor the
Board on this appeal can make
any decision that is contrary to the
governing law and regulations,”
states the document submitted to
the Environmental Appeal Board on
behalf of the Director of Wildlife,
titled ‘Statement of Points of the
Respondent.’
Pfeifer’s main argument was that
the Director of Wildlife looked at the
legislation very narrowly, and failed to
account for the primary considerations
of the legislation: public safety, and
animal welfare and conservation.
Both cheetah experts who testified
at the hearing explained that cheetahs
in general, and socialized and trained
cheetahs especially, pose very little
risk to public safety. They confirmed
that Annie and Robin in particular
pose little risk to public safety –
especially Robin, who is blind. Annie
and Robin have been trained as
ambassadors and have been socialized
with humans from a very young age.

Earl Pfeifer out walking Annie and Robin in the winter. Pfeifer says the cats grow winter coats
every year and have no problem in the Canadian climate. They can choose to be outside or in
their heated enclosure, and they never spend the night outside.

Pfeifer argued that any effort to
support the conservation of cheetahs
and other endangered species is
worthwhile, should be considered
“special circumstances,” and is
consistent with the goals of the
Wildlife Act and Controlled Alien

Species Regulation.
In the interview, Pfeifer said,
“Young people deserve better, both
from our government and the world…
Children are hope. We have left them
a real mess to clean up. Maybe we can
help just a little bit?”
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Thank you to
all veterans for
your service.

The Valley Voice November 15, 2018

Members of the Nelson Cadets participated in Nakusp’s Remembrance Day ceremonies.

250-353-7409

Exchange students from all over Rotary District 5080 came to Nakusp for Remembrance Day ceremonies, this year. This is the third year that
the Rotary Club of Nakusp has hosted exchange students from the district for Remembrance Day.

Pacific Inland Pole & Piling Co. 2004 Ltd.

And at the going down of the sun
We shall remember them

510 Broadway Nakusp 250-265-3662
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Lest we
forget

Box Lake Lumber
Nakusp • 250-265-4767

Our veterans and loved ones gave
us the gift of freedom. We remember
their sacrifice and service with
sincere gratitude and thanks.

Lest we
forget

PHOTO CREDIT: ALEXANDRA HALLIDAY - FOREVER NATURAL PHOTOGRAPHY

Jack Kelly plays the bugle at New Denver’s Remembrance Day ceremonies.

WESTSIDE SMALL ENGINES
PASSMORE • 250-226-7145

A piper leads the parade at Kaslo’s Remembrance Day ceremonies.
Lest we forget the
courage and the
sacrifices of those who
serve their country and
the world, that we may
live in peace.

250-358-2293

Wars are poor
chisels for carving out
peaceful tomorrows.

– Martin Luther King, Jr.
Rutabaga’s Natural Foods
Main St. New Denver

HUB INTERNATIONAL
INSURANCE
NAKUSP • 250-265-3631

If ye break faith with
us who die,
We shall not sleep,
though poppies grow
In Flanders fields
John McCrae

We thank the veterans for the
freedoms we enjoy today.

Box 1001, Nakusp, BC, V0G 1R0
Ph. 265-4615 • vieirac@telus.net

Galena Contractors • Nakusp • 250-265-4100
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Historic steam tug wreckage found in Slocan Lake near Rosebery
submitted
Ninety years after it disappeared,
an iconic Slocan Lake steamboat
has been located in deep water near
Rosebery. On October 26, 2018 the
location of the Sandon’s wooden hull
was confirmed in 170 feet of water.
The 76’ x 17’ steam tug Sandon
was launched in 1899 by the CPR
to provide passenger and barge
towing services on Slocan Lake. It
was laid up in 1927 after steaming
a total of 120,000 miles, but its final
fate remained a mystery to local
historians.
The general location of the
wreck was determined in 2017 using

sophisticated side scan sonar, but
pinpointing an exact location was
difficult due to the steep slope and the
profusion of logs. Some underwater
log piles are more than 10 feet high,
and they prevented divers from
finding the wreck on an earlier dive
this spring.
This fall, when divers Brian
Nadwidny and Richard Jack found
the wreck, they found it had been
stripped of its superstructure, engines
and boiler before it was scuttled circa
1928. There was no question about
its identity – the words ‘Sandon of
Vancouver’ are still visible on the
stern.

The site is too deep to dive
safely using standard, recreational
equipment. Nadwidny and Jack each
carried over 150 lb of equipment,
including rebreathers, safety tanks,
and high capacity electric dive scooters
to reach the wreck. Nadwidny shot
video and still photographs during
the 90-minute dive.
Three organizations were
involved in the search and dives –
the Underwater Archaeology Society
of BC (UASBC), the Institute of
Nautical Archaeology (INA), and
the Silvery Slocan Historical Society.
Team members included lead divers
Brian Nadwidny from Cranbrook and

Richard Jack from Seattle, support
divers Bill Meekel from Kamloops
and Bruce Morrison from the Slocan
Valley, historian Henning von Krogh
from New Denver, and side scan
operators John Pollack, Kathleen
McGuinness, and Bobbie Maras, all
from the Slocan Valley.
New Denver’s Henning von
Krogh, who wrote Early Boats on
Slocan Lake, met John Pollack of the
Underwater Archeology Society of
BC at an event in Nelson and offered
Pollack his assistance with searches
on Slocan Lake. He went out on the
searches near Silverton, New Denver,
and Rosebery.
Sandon is the latest of a series
of underwater discoveries in
southeastern BC as a result of the
INA/UASBC sonar searches.
“We are still actively looking in
Slocan Lake and have a number of
possibilities to check out. And we
are still looking for Minto, which is
proving to be very uncooperative,”
Pollack reports.
The searches began in 1990

when the City of Ainsworth was
discovered in Kootenay Lake. This
was an effort by the UASBC and
the Dambusters Scuba Club, using
very large equipment provided by
CanDive and trucked in from the
coast. Then occasional searches
(one every year or two) were made
in Arrow and Kootenay Lakes with
smaller equipment loaned by the
Underwater Research Lab at Simon
Fraser University. As time passed,
side scan units became more precise,
smaller, and a lot less expensive.
“In 2015, we acquired a small
but very advanced side scan unit that
is now located in Nelson,” Pollack
says. “We use it about seven months
a year and last year alone, searched
more than 70 square kilometres in
the Columbia River, Kootenay Lake,
Arrow Lakes and Slocan Lake. The
new unit fits into a large briefcase, and
when combined with a waterproof
laptop can be used out of a 14’ boat.
A two-person team scans an area, and
if any good targets look promising, we
call in the divers.”

The words ‘Sandon of Vancouver’ are still visible on the stern of the sunken vessel.

Divers explore the bow of the steamtug Sandon.
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Grizzly bear conflicts and conservation discussed with scientist Michael Proctor in Argenta

by Moe Lyons
On Tuesday, November 6, nearly
50 people turned up at Argenta Hall
to hear world-renowned grizzly bear
scientist, Michael Proctor, present
‘The Cooperation and Science Fix
for Grizzly Bear Conservation
Issues,’ sponsored by the Friends of
the Lardeau River.
Proctor is an independent
scientist who works with many
organizations throughout the world,
including Y2Y, the Yellowstone to
Yukon initiative.
“Why should we care about
grizzly bears?” he asks. “They’re a
pain the ass, they’re dangerous, they
can hurt you.” Well, he says, “It’s
their world, too.”
He says grizzlies have a
role in keeping the environment
healthy. “They’re rototillers, seed
dispersers, nutrient transferers, and
apex predators. They use many
habitat types that overlap many
species. They are a useful umbrella
species – if they are in good shape,
probably the rest of the environment
is as well. Grizzlies roam far so
we need to keep the whole region
healthy. Grizzlies are one of our most
sensitive species.”
In the 1920s there were 35
scattered small isolated populations
in the “lower 48” of the USA. Fifty
years later, all were gone. Here
in southern British Columbia and
adjoining areas, we are the “line in
the sand.” Historically, we have held
that line since 1970.
Bears in the South Selkirks are

currently considered ‘threatened,’ but
this will be re-assessed in five years
and will likely change to ‘recovered.’
Since 2006, connectivity between
the Selkirks and the Purcells has
increased significantly, with four
family groups now mixing between
these ranges.
The grizzly bear’s best chance
of survival is in mountainous areas
where people haven’t infiltrated fully
yet. The biggest concerns for grizzly
persistence are fragmentation/
connectivity, human-caused
mortality, and habitat quality and
security.
One of the biggest dangers for
these bears is they get “suckered in
by human food” and get shot. For
connectivity of bears to work, we
need to manage people. This entails
finding places where bears can slip
across human-settled valleys safely,
with minimal bear attractants, and
avoid getting killed. While we need
to manage both people and wildlife,
the problem is, he says wryly, “We
can’t tell grizzly bears what to do.”
We need to manage ourselves.
One strategy that works is to buy
land that is safe for the bears, as in
the Darkwoods conservancy in the
Selkirk Mountains. Adjacent to the
Creston Wildlife Management Area,
the Nature Conservancy Canada has
bought $2 million worth of land for
connectivity.
Another solution is to identify
linkage areas, places where the
populations can connect to one
another, using GPS telemetry.

submitted
Gillian Sanders of Grizzly Bear
Coexistence Solutions will provide
free workshops on effective electric
fencing for bears and grizzly bear safety
in Pass Creek on November 17 and in
Passmore/ Vallican on November 18.
Grizzly Bear Coexistence Solutions
(GBCS) recognizes there is a social cost
to recovering grizzly bear populations
in the Kootenays. Grizzly bears pose
a potential human safety risk, a real
risk to livestock and crops, and bear
activity can result in property damage.
These risks are increased in rural areas
where people grow and raise food,
which are often the same low elevation
habitats needed by grizzly bears to
move between core habitats in local
mountain ranges.
GBCS provides solutions to
enable safe coexistence by offering
education on bear safety and preventing
bear conflicts. To enable grizzly bear
recovery through valley bottoms where
humans and bears share habitat, GBCS
recognizes that people need to feel
safe to live, recreate, and grow food
on their properties. GBCS grizzly bear
safety workshops cover grizzly bear
behaviour, ecology, what to do if you
encounter a grizzly bear, and include
hands on practice with inert bear spray.
Correctly installed and maintained
electric fencing is effective in protecting
livestock and crops from grizzly and
black bears and allows farmers to
raise livestock and grow crops without

bear conflicts. To help with the cost of
electric fencing, GBCS provides a 50%
cost share to benefit local food growers
and keep bears out of trouble. This
funding is provided by Transborder
Grizzly Bear Project, Columbia Basin
Trust, Valhalla Wilderness Bear Smart,
and outreach is funded by Habitat
Conservation Trust Foundation. With
support from these funding partners,
GBCS helped to install 240 electric
fences throughout the Kootenay Region
in 2013-2018 to deter bears from
agricultural attractants, such as chicken
and poultry coops, honeybee hives,
small livestock such as pigs, sheep or
goats, fruit trees, calving or lambing
areas, carcass composting areas, and
kokanee spawning grounds.
The workshops will provide
information on permanent and
temporary electric fencing designs
that can be adapted to your needs, and
free on-site fencing consultations are
available on request. Cost share funds
are still available for 2018; please
email Gillian at grizzlybearsolutions@
gmail.com
The workshops location and times
are as follows. Saturday November 17,
Pass Creek Community Hall, 1989 Pass
Creek Rd. 2-3:30 pm: Electric Fencing
for Bears. 3:30-5 pm: Grizzly Bear
Safety. Sunday November 18, Vallican
Whole Community Centre. 3762 Little
Slocan S. Rd. 10-11:30 am: Electric
Fencing for Bears. 11:30-1 pm: Grizzly
Bear Safety.

Practical coexistence with grizzly bears:
workshops coming to Pass Creek and Vallican

Bears are caught in a snare, darted,
collared, tattooed, and released.
Over 13 years, his team has tracked
99 bears to 180,000 locations.
What are the causes of mortality
besides hunting? These include
conflict-related mortality, in the front
and backcountry, or occasionally
illegal kills, or poaching.
“In the backcountry, people on
roads kill bears,” he says. When
asked what that means, he replied
there were three concerns. The
first involves attractants: hunters
and recreational users who don’t
remove attractants from their camps
sometimes end up killing bears when
they are drawn to the scent. The
second is that roads give access to
poachers. The third is bears can be
displaced from prime food sources
by too many road users. Proctor
suggests that roads near very good
huckleberry patches might be closed
during the berry season “Bears are
like me,” he says, “they like berries
and meat.”
Proctor promotes non-lethal
management of appropriate conflict
bears, helping conservation officers
apply alternatives to killing them. If
you catch the situation early enough,
this training often works. Proctor’s
own experience has seen about 75%

of managed bears stay out of trouble.
Is moving problem bears a
solution to conflicts? Proctor says
it generally doesn’t work. “Often
you are moving them to where other
bears live. They either get in trouble
somewhere else or they return.” The
best chance for a relocated bear is if
they are moved within their home
range. “The smart ones survive. The
others die.”
Since 2012 a cost-share electric
fence program is proving highly
successful. People can learn about
this through Gillian Sanders of
Grizzly Bear Solutions in Kaslo
(grizzlybearsolutions@gmail.com).

Workshops are planned for the
Pass Creek Community Hall on
November 17, and the Vallican Whole
Community Centre on November 18.
See the ad on this page.
He says the main concerns of
bear management must be first,
human safety, second, human safety,
third, property security, and finally
bear conservation.
In conclusion, Proctor says that
he cannot stress enough that the
main thing humans must do to
avoid human/bear conflicts is, “First,
control your attractants. Second,
control your attractants. Third…
control your attractants!”
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Argenta contemplates working with Cooper Creek Cedar on wildfire mitigation
by Jan McMurray
Wildfire mitigation work in the
Argenta area could start moving
forward if there is agreement among
community members to work with
Cooper Creek Cedar, the company
that holds the tenure for the ArgentaJohnson’s Landing Face.
The project concept and a possible
funding source were presented to
community members at Argenta
Hall on November 1 by RDCK
Area D Director Aimee Watson and
John Cathro, who developed the
Community Wildfire Protection Plan
for the area.
A grant application deadline of
November 30 for Forest Enhancement
Society of BC (FESBC) funding puts

TOASTED BUGS

When it’s too hot—as climate change
is making many parts of the earth—
insects stop laying eggs and their body
chemistry breaks down. It’s thought
that more than half of all animal life
is insects, but only about 10% have
been named. In addition to pollinating
about a third of the world’s food crops,
insects help recycle plant and animal
corpses into fertile soil.
slocanlakess.com

WANTED
TO BUY:

CEDAR AND
PINE POLES
Brian Major
• 250-938-3900

Please contact:
Gormans Pole Division

250-547-9296

the pressure on the community to
make a decision quickly. Director
Watson needs to know very soon if the
community wants the RDCK to apply
for the grant for a wildfire protection
project in Argenta.
“This is not about stopping
logging,” Watson told community
members at the meeting. “You have a
licencee who has tenure around your
community. There’s nothing I can do
about that… This is about integrating
logging with wildfire mitigation.
There is a wildfire risk here… the
licencee is interested in working with
the community on this.”
Director Watson explained that
if the community agrees to the grant
application and it is successful, a
wildfire mitigation specialist would
be hired and would work together
with the community and the forest
licencee (Cooper Creek Cedar) to
develop a project prescription.
“The consultant would do
enhanced consultation,” she said,
including field trips with community
members.
Watson said Bill Kestell of
Cooper Creek Cedar has indicated
that he would like to develop a
prescription for the entire ArgentaJohnson’s Landing Face. However,
she said FESBC recommends a
smaller project to start with – a 150250 hectare unit.
It seemed that most people at
the meeting agreed that a plan for
the whole hillside was preferable,
but some were happy to settle for
a smaller unit. The smaller project
would be a “pilot project” that could
inform the future larger plan.
Cathro feels a smaller unit
is a better starting point for the
development of the working
relationship between the community
and licencee. “The relationship is
not a mature, trusting relationship,
so do you want to jump in with
the most controversial piece of the

landscape? If we decide we want
to work together, then we should
start in an area that people haven’t
been fighting about for decades. It’s
going to be hard to learn how to work
together.”
Cathro spoke about the location
of possible smaller treatment units,
based on high hazard areas identified
in the Community Wildfire Protection
Plan. He first suggested an area at
the north end of the community, but
a few residents pointed out that there
is already a fire break at the north
end – Jeff Mattes’ woodlot. They felt
that with the prevailing north winds,
it was more important to protect the
south end of the community.
Watson asked the people at the

meeting to start thinking about how
the community would organize
itself to work with the licencee. In
Queens Bay, where a similar project
is underway, the existing FireSmart
board in the community was mandated
to work with Cooper Creek Cedar on
the wildfire mitigation planning.
Watson said there is CBT funding
available to help with community
coordination.
Cathro noted that Cooper Creek
Cedar would not be compelled to
adhere to any plan the community
creates with him. “There are no
regulatory levers we can pull,” he
said. “It’s a terrifying step to go into
that space and say it comes down to
agreeing. But is he going to take the

risk to his reputation and say, ‘We
don’t want to do it that way, we’re
going to do it our way.’? I honestly
believe that tension is what keeps both
parties moving forward.”
Director Watson summed up
by saying the community has two
options. First, Cooper Creek Cedar
can do the planning for their logging.
She said they have already done
the community consultation that’s
required. The second option is for
the community to get involved with
the planning through the wildfire
mitigation piece. “They [CCC] say
they are willing to do that with us. You
take that chance. The only leverage is
social licence – that is true. I have no
control over the outcome.”

submitted
The Slocan Lake Arts
Council presents a Les Weisbrich
Retrospective at the Silverton
Gallery, with a gala opening
November 30, 7 to 9 pm. The
retrospective features 28 original
paintings of flowers, natural
features, and landscapes from
across the Kootenays and Canada,
rendered in Weisbrich’s masterful
watercolour technique. You can see
Les Weisbrich’s works on the first
three weekends in December at the
Silverton Gallery between 10 am
and 4 pm.
Born in Passaic, New Jersey
in 1927 and raised in Los Angeles,
Weisbrich’s artistic talent was
fostered from a young age. At the

age of nine, he won his first artistic
competition – the other competitors
only realizing he was a child when
he attended the workshop he’d won
as the prize.
Weisbrich was prolific, and had
painted 300 paintings by age 14.
A brief stint in the US Navy was
the only interruption in his artistic
career, which he restarted when he
was released from service in 1945.
His design studio, Les
Weisbrich & Associates, grew in
stature over the years and expanded
from graphic design into film and
video production. In 1968, the
company merged with Computer
Image Corporation, and provided
artistic direction for the creation of
a computer animation tool.

The painter relocated to the West
Kootenay in 1972 in a conscious
move away from the city and
commercial art. The artist once said
it was his “responsibility to record
the details of our natural landscape,”
which he did with breathtaking skill.
In addition to being a master
painter, Weisbrich was also
a generous teacher. Many local
painters and artists benefitted from
his encouragement and gentle
critiques as well as instruction in
technique. He was well-known for
his ability to inspire an appreciation
for the beauty that surrounds us, as
well as his humour and kindness.
Weisbrich immersed himself
completely in painting the natural
world until his death in 2006.

submitted
The Nakusp RCMP is requesting
help from the citizens of Nakusp and
surrounding area. There have been
numerous thefts in and around the
area in recent weeks.
The members are asking
anyone who sees or hears an ATV,
or observes any suspicious vehicles
or persons that do not belong in the
area, that are out late at night or in
the early morning hours, to report the
information to them as it is occurring.
• The RCMP thank the public
for all their help and phone calls
with regards to ATVs over the last
several weeks.

Public assistance and information
was crucial on November 3 in the
apprehension of two males and the
recovery of two ATVs. One of the
ATVs has been returned to a very
happy owner. One male was held in
custody, to appear in Nelson court
on November 5. The second was
released from custody and will be
appearing in court at a later date.
• The RCMP also executed a
search warrant connected to the
thefts at a residence in the Nakusp
area. Several stolen items were
recovered as a result of the search
and the investigation is still ongoing.
“The Nakusp RCMP would again

like to thank everyone for their help,
but would like to remind the public
to still be vigilant, keep vehicles
locked, ATVs stored securely and to
immediately report any suspicious
activity to police,” said Cpl Jaime
Moffat.
• The Nakusp RCMP asks
anyone with information on any
crime to contact the detachment
at 250-265-3677 (if after hours,
press #1 and stay on the line and
your call will be transferred to
a communications officer) or
anonymously at Crimestoppers, 24
hours a day, at 1-800-222-8477, or
online at bccrimestoppers.com.

submitted
The BC government is lowering
speed limits on 15 sections of
highway in the province to keep
people safer and reduce the chance
of speed-related collisions – but not
in this area.
“We know people want to get
where they’re going quickly. Our job
is to help make sure they also get there
safely,” said Claire Trevena, Minister
of Transportation and Infrastructure.
“Since the former government raised

speed limits in 2014, serious crashes
have been on the rise. By rolling
back speed limits slightly, our goal
is to reduce accidents, keep roads
open and protect the lives of British
Columbians.”
MOTI reviewed three years’
worth of data on 33 segments and
1,300 kilometres of highway, where
speed limits were increased as part
of the 2014 Rural Safety and Speed
Review. As a result, 15 sections of
highway, totalling 570 kilometres,
will have speed limits rolled back
by 10 km/h.
The remaining routes where
speed limits were increased,
including Highway 6 in the North
Slocan Valley, did not show higher
accident rates and the speed limits

will remain the same. Limits on other
highways in this area were never
increased.
In 2014, speed limits were
increased on Highway 6 from New
Denver to Hills to 90 km/h and from
Summit Lake to Nakusp to 100 km/h.
These were 10 km/h increases and
they will remain in effect.
Ministry staff considered all
contributing factors in serious
highway collisions. This includes
speed, distracted driving, wildlife,
changing weather and people driving
too fast for conditions. On all
corridors where collisions increased,
the RCMP will be boosting its
enforcement to make sure people are
respecting posted speed limits and
driving safely.

Les Weisbrich Retrospective at Silverton Gallery

Public assistance helps RCMP nab suspect ATV thieves

Province rolls back speed limits on 570 km of highway

Kaslo & New
Denver Community
Pharmacy

DID YOU KNOW...

We do medical reviews at no charge to you. Book an
appointment with our pharmacist, and bring all your
medications and supplements along. We consider this to be
an essential service in supporting your health. Call us today!

COMMITTED TO YOUR HEALTH & OUR COMMUNITY
Phone: 250-353-2224
403 Front Street, Kaslo
Phone: 250-358-2500
309 6th Avenue, New Denver

Advertise in the
Valley Voice.
It pays!!!

Call 358-7218 for details
valleyvoice@valleyvoice.ca
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Nakusp turns a new page at inaugural council meeting, November 5
by Claire Paradis
Outgoing mayor Karen Hamling
had some sage words for the
incoming mayor and councillors in
her speech as she handed over the
reins to new mayor Tom Zeleznik.
Hamling offered congratulations
and best wishes for the council and
its “new page” over the next four
years. She reminded them that being
council and mayor came with heavy
but rewarding responsibilities.
“You represent the community in
everything you say, and everything
you say concerning the community
will be interpreted not just as your
own opinion but the opinion of
council,” advised Hamling. She also
made it clear that the new municipal
government needs to make the larger
good their aim, not the interests of
the few.
Working together is key,
reminded Hamling, who stated: “As
individuals, you can accomplish
very little, but as a council you can
accomplish a lot, by resolution of
council.” She also emphasized the
need to support majority decisions,
even when the vote isn’t in your
favour.
“It is a gratifying job because
you care about your community,”
she concluded.
Mayor Tom Zeleznik and
Councillors Susan Desandoli, Joseph

Hughes, and Aidan McLaren-Caux
were sworn in and signed their oaths
of office in front of the public gallery.
Janis Neufeld was absent, but will
be sworn in when she returns from
vacation. The meeting was unusually
crowded, filled mostly with volunteer
firefighters in uniform, there to
support Zeleznik.
The new mayor gave service
awards to the outgoing members
of government. Karen Hamling
served as mayor from 2005 to
2018, as councillor 1987-1996 and
2004-2005, and she was also chair
of the Regional District of Central
Kootenay (RDCK). She was part
of the municipal government for
many major infrastructure projects,
including upgrades at the Arrow
Lakes Hospital and the launching
of the Downtown Revitalization
Project. Zeleznik also remembered
that Hamling had “fought hard”
when the local forestry company
went into receivership about 12
years ago and was one of the reason
that local loggers got most of their
revenues back. “We won’t forget
that,” said Zeleznik.
Former Councillor Len Heppner
was on council from 1999 to 2011
and from 2014 to 2018, and Zeleznik
called him “a champion of local
people.”
Ulli Mueller, who was absent,

was recognized for her 13 years of
service, and her time on multiple
committees, including the Arrow
Lakes Hospital Foundation, Nakusp
Public Library, Arrow and Slocan
Lakes Community Services.
Bill Tobey served on council
for the previous term from 2014
to 2018, served on the NACFOR
board as well as other committees,
and was a “driving force” behind the
Arrowtarian housing project.
In his inaugural address, Mayor
Tom Zeleznik said he is looking
forward to an exciting and productive
new chapter. Zeleznik says he takes
seriously the wishes of the electorate,
which will figure in the strategic and
fiscal direction of the municipality
the council will be developing as a
team. The new mayor emphasized
the need for teamwork several times
in his speech.
On a lighter note, Zeleznik said
a new policy will be developed:
that Tom is allowed to wear shorts.
After the laughs subsided, Zeleznik
listed the Tangible Capital Assets
Management Program, strategic
planning and goals, and a new OCP
as priorities for the new council and
mayor. He also acknowledged the
need to improve communications
and collaboration with community,
and to support volunteers, such as
local firemen. The new members of
government will be meeting with
CAO Laurie Taylor and taking a tour

BADMINTON
for Adults & NSS
Students

of Nakusp’s infrastructure.
Council members were appointed
to committees, as follows:
Councillor DeSandoli:
Columbia Basin Trust Initiative
Program & Affected Areas Program,
Nakusp Public Library, Nakusp
Seniors Society liaison, signing
officer
Councillor McLaren-Caux:
Columbia Basin Trust Initiative
Program & Affected Areas Program,
Nakusp and Area Development
Board, NACFOR
Councillor Hughes: Emergency
Management BC, Grievance
Committee, Ktunaxa Kinbasket
Local Government Treaty Advisory
Committee, Regional District of
Central Kootenay Director for the
Village of Nakusp
Mayor Zeleznik: Fair Trade,
Public Art Committee, Nakusp and
Area Development Board (alternate
representative), Nakusp Seniors
Society liaison (alternate), Ktunaxa
Kinbasket Local Government Treaty
Advisory Committee (alternate),
alternate Regional District of Central

Kootenay Director for the Village of
Nakusp, Regional District of Central
Kootenay’s West Resource Recovery
Committee, signing officer

Meet DINGY !

Dingy just LOVES cuddles
from humans, playing with her
toys, and napping in soft, warm
places!  
Call PALS today at 250-265-3792 if
you can give beautiful Dingy a safe
and loving home.
WEEKLY SPONSOR:

Nakusp
(250) 265-3635 www.selkirkrealty.com

End Violence Men’s Counsellor
Temporary part-time – 17.5 hrs per week
for 50 weeks

The Men’s Counsellor will develop and implement individual and/or group counselling
for men who have experienced childhood abuse, have experienced or use violence/
abuse and wish to seek healing.

Duties and Responsibilities:

Nakusp’s new council: Councillor Aiden McLaren-Caux, Mayor Tom Zeleznik, Councillor
Joseph Hughes, Councillor Susan DeSandoli. Janis Neufeld is away on vacation and will be
sworn in when she returns.

SUMMIT LAKE SKI AREA
www.skisummitlake.com

Contact us at: info@skisummitlake.com

2018-2019 EARLY BIRD RATES
SEASON PASS EARLY BIRD RATES AVAILABLE
UNTIL DECEMBER 1, 2018

      		

Reg. price Early Bird
Adults (19-59 yrs)
$390.00 $332.00
Students (13-18)       $318.00 $270.00
Child (6-12 )            $222.00 $189.00
Senior (60-65)         $222.00 $189.00
Over 65		
$66.00 $56.00
X-Country/Snowshoe $42.00 $36.00
Family Rates (must include at least
1 Adult and 1 student or child)
1 Adult                   $390.00 $332.00
2 Adults                  $690.00 $587.00
Students                   $258.00 $219.00
Child                        $180.00 $153.00

ON SALE AT SHON’S BIKE
SHOP AT 409 BROADWAY ST.
IN NAKUSP.
CASH AND CHEQUES ONLY.
NEW THIS YEAR: If you are
thinking of not buying a season
pass this year, but want to
continue to support the club,
buy a CLUB MEMBERSHIP FOR
$10.00.

October 18, 2018 to
April 25, 2019
7:00 to 9:00 pm
Tuesday &
Thursday evenings
Nakusp Secondary
School Gym
(Please use gym door)

Nakusp
Badminton Club

Membership Fee:
$30/year
plus $15/yr insurance to
Badminton BC
Drop-in $3 adults $2
students

Beginners
Welcome!

(Just bring a racquet & nonmarking inside shoes)
For more info call 250-265-3326

• Initially work with men to identify the circumstances that have led them to seek
or be referred to the Services, including mutually identifying the
goals of counselling and the available service options;
• Use an individual approach and /or a group approach, based on the needs of
individual men;
• When considered appropriate and when there is mutual agreement between
men and the STV Men’s Counsellor, the STV Men’s Counsellor
may refer men to other related services, including clinical treatment;
• Liaise with and make referrals to other local agencies providing related
services, such as alcohol and drug programs and mental health
services;
• Maintain records containing at a minimum, men’s basic assessment
information notes, relevant session notes and termination summary notes.

Qualifications, Skills and Abilities
Masters Social Work, Counselling or a related discipline.

Extensive work-related experience under qualified supervision and experience with
direct program delivery in the Social Service Sector.
Have knowledge of counselling supervision practices and be skilled in counselling
men who use violence and men who have experienced violence/abuse;
Good verbal and written communication skills; ability to remain calm in stressful
situations; good organization, time and general management skills;
Ability to work independently and to work effectively with other program staff, therapists, social workers and other service providers in the community.
This temporary position is 17.5 hours per week at a rate of $29.63/hr for 50 weeks,
plus 2 weeks (35 hours) of paid vacation.
The start date is as soon as possible. Benefits are not offered with this position.
ASLCS is committed to equality in employment, however, due to the sensitive nature
of the work that is done in this program, ASLCS has made a bona-fide gender requirement and as such applications will be accepted from qualified males.
If interested, please forward resume to:
ASLCS - Human Resources
PO Box 100, Nakusp, BC V0G 1R0
Email: hiring@aslcs.com Fax: 250-265-3378
Position open until filled. Only applicants selected for an interview will be contacted.
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Government takes action on Abbott/Chapman wildfire report
submitted
The Province has released
its action plan in response to
the government-commissioned,
independent Abbott/ Chapman report
on the unprecedented 2017 wildfire
and flood seasons in BC. The review
was led by former BC Liberal
MLA George Abbott and Maureen
Chapman, Hereditary Chief of
Skawahlook First Nation.
The plan outlines actions taken
and underway, and identifies next
steps to address the report’s 108
recommendations. It also considers
recommendations from other recent
reports, such as the auditor general’s
report, Managing Climate Change
Risks, and the federal House of
Commons June 2018 report, From
the Ashes: Reimagining Fire Safety
and Emergency Management in
Indigenous Communities.
A number of key actions are
underway.
1)Building on partnerships with
indigenous and local communities
to improve emergency preparedness
and build local capacity and
resources for disaster readiness,
response and recovery. This includes
expanding FireSmart funding and
resources under the new $50-million
Community Resiliency Investment

Program and supporting communityled emergency planning;
incorporating local and
traditional Indigenous knowledge
into emergency management
practices, including ensuring that
community wildfire protection plans
and forest fuel management plans
consider traditional land uses and
knowledge.
2)Improving response and
recovery integration, tools and
resources across provincial agencies.

This includes using technology to
assess wildfire and flood impacts
and starting development of a
new provincial disaster recovery
framework to adopt a more
integrated, coordinated crossministry approach to recovery, while
recognizing the important roles of
First Nations partners and a variety
of stakeholders.
3)Improving public information
and outreach to indigenous
governments and communities and

local stakeholders. This includes
engaging with First Nations at regional
partnership tables, supporting local
and indigenous communities in
preparing community recovery
plans, and building awareness of the
mental-health impacts of wildfire and
the resources available for British
Columbians.
The Province continues to
work to address the impacts of
the 2017 and 2018 wildfires and
floods and assist in the recovery of

affected communities. The action
plan supports the development of
comprehensive integrated policy,
programs and protocols to manage
all phases of disaster from prevention
and preparedness through response
and recovery, now and in the future.
The goal is to reduce disaster risk and
increase community resiliency in BC.
Progress updates on the action
plan will be released biannually over
the next two years. The next update is
scheduled for April 30, 2019.

submitted
Lost Thread, the latest exhibit
showing at Touchstones Nelson, inspires
participating fibre artists from Selkirk
College’s Kootenay Studio Arts (KSA)
to explore a richness of textiles while
reflecting on the history of the school
that fuels their creative passion.
Kaslo resident Robin Wiltse, an
alumna of the Textiles Studio, was
immersed in a month-long residency
in her studio at the Langham in Kaslo
in preparation for Lost Thread, which
opened November 9. Along with access
to KSA Instructor Angelika Werth, Wiltse
feels invigorated by reconnecting to the
place where she was first enchanted by
felting fibres.
Wiltse is using her time in the studio

to personally process the recent loss of
her daughter to cancer.
“To have this rare opportunity to
completely set aside three weeks for
the purpose of making a new piece of
art has been quite fulfilling. I have been
able to give it my undivided attention
and completely submerge myself,” says
Wiltse. “It has been important to piece
together this part of my life story.”
The rich story behind Kootenay
Studio Arts similarly involves piecing
together physical space, official name
changes and funding agreements with
inspiring leadership and eager students.
What exists today officially began
in 1958 as the Nelson School of Fine
Arts. Under the guidance of the first

principal and director Zeljko Kujundzic,
by the early 1960s it had evolved into
the Kootenay School of Art where the
studio method of learning was born,
emphasizing the use of local materials
and trained multi-disciplined artists
as instructors who favoured applied
learning.
This legacy and educational style
continues more than 50 years later at
KSA, now part of Selkirk College.
Werth, specializing in fashion, fibre and
wearable art, has worked for Yves Saint
Laurent in Paris and received her degree
as a Master dressmaker-designer.
In addition to teaching at KSA,
Werth is dedicated to her own practice
and also teaches in the US and Australia

when time permits. “I love teaching,”
says Werth. “Students are an important
part of my life.”
Werth is thrilled to join artists from
across the country for the Lost Thread
exhibit where she presents her work
called ‘Ashes to Ashes.’ It represents the
spirit of place, history and memory. Her
found materials come from horsehair
interfacings from Harris tweed jackets,
vintage lacrosse armour, mother of
pearl buttons, deconstructed paintings
and more.
Lost Thread is in Gallery A of
Touchstones Nelson at 502 Vernon
Street. The Lost Thread residency is
funded by Columbia Kootenay Cultural
Alliance and Columbia Basin Trust.

submitted
The initial mailout for referendum
voting packages is now complete.
Eligible voters who did not receive a
voting package have until midnight
November 23 to request a package at
elections.bc.ca/ovr; 1-800-661-8683
(Monday to Friday, 8 am to 8 pm;
Saturday, 9 am to 4pm); or in person
at a Service BC Centre or Referendum
Service Office.
To vote in the referendum, an
individual must be: a Canadian citizen,
18 or older as of November 30, and a
resident of BC for at least six months

immediately before November 30.
To date, rotating strikes by Canada
Post workers have not materially
impacted the referendum timing.
Voters still have plenty of time and
Elections BC can extend the voting
period if job action at Canada Post
reduces the amount of time voters
have to complete and return their
voting package.
Each referendum voting package
is personally addressed to a registered
voter, and voters may only use the
package that is addressed to them.
The package includes a ballot and

instructions on how to complete the
package and return it.
Elections BC must receive
completed voting packages by
4:30 pm November 30. Voters are
encouraged to return their package
early to ensure it is received by the
deadline. Completed voting packages
can be returned by mail using the
postage paid return envelope or to any
Service BC Centre or Referendum
Service Office.
Elections BC will post the number
of returned ballot packages on a daily
basis at elections.bc.ca/referendum.

submitted
Whether biking to work, hiking
peaks or walking pets, Columbia
Basin residents prize the trails in our
communities and surrounding areas. To
improve these paths and support healthy
outdoor lifestyles, Columbia Basin
Trust is launching its new three-year,
$1.5-million Trail Enhancement Grants.
“Basin residents rely on trails for
recreation, exercise and everyday life,
and this program will help make sure

these networks are in great shape so
present and future generations can enjoy
them,” said Johnny Strilaeff, Columbia
Basin Trust President and CEO.
“Supporting healthy active lifestyles for
Basin residents is a priority for us.”
The grants will help fund projects
that rehabilitate current trails – perhaps
because they were damaged in a storm
or have aging infrastructure like bridges
– or build new trails. Funding may be
provided to make trails more accessible

and user-friendly to a wider variety of
users, incorporate indigenous cultural
or heritage values, reduce environmental
impacts or connect existing trails.
Funding may also go toward amenities
like signs and benches.
The deadline to apply for the first
intake, offering a total of $500,000,
is December 18, 2018. The Trust will
fund a maximum of $25,000 per project.
Learn more about the program and apply
at ourtrust.org/trailgrants.

submitted
Take a wee paddle down the
Mackenzie River to the Arctic! The
Langham’s popular Adventure Travel
Series returns with ‘Paddling Down
to the Arctic’ – a summer spent on
the Mackenzie (Deh Cho) River. Join
intrepid Kaslovians Shelley Ross and
Bob Stair for an epic journey down
Canada’s longest river.
Both former Langham board
presidents, Ross and Stair thought they’d
do something a bit less challenging: how
’bout a 44 day, 1,950 km kayak trip to
the Arctic Ocean, on a river which has
never been dammed and consists of
some of the most remote and pristine

wilderness in the world. Piece of cake,
right?!
Two show dates and times:
Saturday, November 17 at 7 pm, and

Sunday, December 2 at 3 pm.
This is a fundraising event for the
Langham; $10 suggested donation at the
door. www.thelangham.ca

Kootenay Studio Arts joins exhibit at Touchstones

St. Anthony’s
Christmas Market

November 24
10 am - 2 pm • Bosun Hall
CHOW MEIN AND BORSCHT WILL
BE SERVED FROM THE KITCHEN
AS A FUNDRAISER FOR THE
NEW DENVER NURSERY
SCHOOL

CAKE WALK RETURNS!!
• CELEBRATING 45 YEARS OF ST. ANTHONY’S CHRISTMAS MARKETS •

Celebrate the Light!
Fun event for kids and adults
With live music,
storytelling and
circle dancing
Saturday, December 8th
At The Silverton Gallery
Doors open at 6 pm starts 6:30
Celebrating Hanukkah (the Festival of Lights)
and the Winter Solstice

With a special storytelling segment for children
“Blintzes for Blitzen”
Special guests: The Nelson Hanukkah Ensemble with Catherine McGrath and
John Galm; Cello/guitar duo Sue Mistretta and Patrick McGovern; and more...
Jewish circle dancing for all, led by Haya Maor Bring your dancing shoes!
Suggested Donation: $10 Adult, $5 child, $25 Family

Treats, light snacks and beverages for sale
Sponsored by the Slocan Lake Arts Council
silvertongallery.ca • facebook.com/pg/silvertongallery/

Did you get your referendum package?

Enhancing recreational opportunities on Basin trails

Paddle to the Arctic at the Langham

Come to the Langham to hear about the kayaking trip down the Mackenzie River made by
Kaslo residents Bob Stair and Shelley Ross this past summer.
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Poetry event at library attracts full house in Nakusp
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by Art Joyce
The love of poetry is alive and
well in Nakusp, as was evident by
the full house that turned out for
the semi-annual poetry night at the
Nakusp Library on November 2,
‘For the Love of Poetry.’ Organized
by local writer Barbara MacPherson,
participants read the audience one
of their favourite poems. This year
featured 15 readers covering a wide
variety of poems, with selections
from Robert Frost, Yeats, Shelley,
Rudyard Kipling and a few less
commonly known poems. Jean
Lancaster was master of ceremonies.
The event was dedicated to the
memory of the late John Perkins,
a regular at past poetry events at

the library and a lifelong lover of
poetry and literature. His widow
Trish Huesken read a moving eulogy
to Perkins, noting that, “John’s love
of words spanned his life.” The
couple was married for 20 years and
enjoyed lively discussions about
literature, making for an especially
rich relationship.
“He was an eloquent and elegant
speaker, with a resonant tenor voice
and a charming British accent.”
Perkins was thus in demand as
master of ceremonies for many
‘Books That Made a Difference’ and
‘For the Love of Poetry’ events held
at the library over the past decade.
He also volunteered for the library
repairing broken books, as well

as selecting books and magazine
subscriptions, ensuring an erudite
selection for library patrons.
Perkins was especially fond of
Shakespeare and the Romantic poets
Keats, Shelley and Wordsworth. “In
the two decades we had together
we read books and poetry to one
another. He and I often discussed
poems and poets and bantered back
and forth the issue of whether a poem
always had to rhyme.” Huesken
said she gradually convinced him of
the merit in non-rhyming and even
prose poems, helping him enjoy
contemporary poets such as Mary
Oliver and Billy Collins.
Unsurprisingly, Perkins stocked
their home library with a wide array

of dictionaries, including other
languages such as Greek, Italian,
German, Russian, Swedish, Latin,
Spanish, French as well as at least a
half dozen English dictionaries. His
insatiable appetite for knowledge
of language caused him to seek out
more obscure references such as
dictionaries of quotations, rhyming,
phrase and fable, and the origins of
words (etymology).
“Some of you, as was often
the case with me, may have been
in conversation with him when
he would stop and pin you down
with the question: ‘Do you want
to know what the Latin root of that
word is?’ Folks often referred to
him as ‘Mr. Google;’ he seemed

to be knowledgeable on just about
everything, yet never ceased to lose
his sense of wonder at the glorious
world around him.”
Perkins passed away this March
at the age of 89. As his health
declined, Huesken’s role shifted
more toward caregiver. In his final
days he was no longer able to hold
books but didn’t let this stop him,
instead listening to audiobooks from
BC’s Library to Go. It’s an inspiring
example of an endlessly curious
appetite for learning.
“I miss his brilliance,” Huesken
concluded. “His legacy lives on in
this library and we are stronger and
more solid for it. If his light lives
on in this way, then he is not gone.”

submitted
Lucia Mann’s newest book
release gives a voice to the silent
humiliation and shame suffered
by parents abused by their adult
children. Addicted to Hate is
available at Home Hardware in
Nakusp and at amazon.com.
Now beginning her author
circuit, Mann is pulling her reluctant
heroine out of the shadows to expose
the depth of despair that consumes
parents who are abused mentally,

physically, and financially by adult
children. Based on a true story,
Addicted to Hate prompts readers
to contemplate the time-honoured
question of nature vs. nurture as
it educates us about the myriad
forms of abuse and their gnawing
repercussions.
Parents abused by adult children
suffer silently, shamed to the marrow
by words, moods, acts, and blows
that pierce through their imagined
bubble of safety and kidnap any

notions they had of sharing a
mutually loving relationship with
their children.
Maddie loved her daughters
unconditionally until, as a financially
depleted and physically bruised
senior citizen, she was forced to
cut ties permanently with her adult
descendants. Maddie’s cruel and
dysfunctional upbringing prompted
her to smother her children with love,
to soften the blows of life, even when
consequences would have been a

submitted
This year, the Burton Community
Learning Centre (BCLC) has seen
an increase in the number of visits
compared to previous years, despite
fewer different activities being held.
The fitness room continues to be a
very popular destination with the
highest attendance, followed by
pickleball and the Just-For-TheHealth-Of-It exercise program.
The Fitness Workshop by Rhona
Parson held in the fall was very
popular and helped increase the
number of yearly memberships to
29. It is very encouraging to see
the community use the facility on a
regular basis. It clearly fills a need.
This year again, the centre

received a $1,500 grant from
the CBT Community Initiatives
Program, which has allowed it to
offer another fitness workshop and
purchase small items for the fitness
room. Over the last year, the centre
offered Pilates, exercise sessions for
older adults, two painting workshops
and a pharmacist’s talk.
The members of BCLC are
quickly adjusting to the presence of
little people in the school. Since the
beginning of September, the centre
has moved its daytime activities
to after school hours, from 4 to
8:30 pm. With the four-day school
week, there is still daytime access
three days a week. In order to

facilitate communication and activity
coordination, an online calendar is
available at burtonelementary.sd10.
bc.ca. Visit the page on a regular
basis as some activities could be
cancelled due to school priorities.
The centre makes a great effort to
respect the schedule, but it relies on
volunteers to open the doors so there
might be times when the facility is
not available when promised.
BCLC is always looking
for new ways to use this great
facility and welcomes new ideas
from the community. How the
community takes advantage of this
exceptional facility is solely limited
by imagination.

healthier, more effective choice.
Were Maddie’s children tailored
from the fabric of her soft heart to
abuse and take advantage of their
mother, despite her enduring passion
to love and support them regardless
of the consequences? Or were they
impelled to abuse their mother
because of biochemical disorders
and volatile eruptions in the neural
centres? Perhaps Maddie’s children
were born out of a fragile fusion of
the two.
In this book you will feel
Maddie’s turmoil as her three callous

children – who do all they can to hold
power over her bottomless well of
love – develop into brutal adults, and
you will applaud her courage when
she finally pushes shame aside and
reaches her climactic end point.
Author Lucia Mann,
humanitarian and activist, was born
in British colonial South Africa in the
wake of WWII. She now resides in
Nakusp. After retiring from freelance
journalism in 1998, she wrote a series
of four books set in Africa to give
voice to those who have suffered and
are suffering brutalities and captivity.

Mann’s fifth book examines senior abuse

President’s report from Burton centre AGM

Support the
Valley Voice
with a
voluntary
subscription
Only
$10-$30

Send Cheque or Money
Order to Valley Voice,
Box 70, New Denver,
BC V0G 1S0

End Violence Men’s Outreach Worker
Temporary part-time – 17.5 hrs per week
for 50 weeks

The Men’s Outreach Worker will provide opportunities for men to create safe positive
relationships that are conducive to learning from and supporting each other in a healthy
manner, free of violence. The Men’s Outreach Worker will be client-centered and will
provide referrals for men who wish to engage in more personal and specific topic areas.

Duties and Responsibilities:

• Plan and organize social activities for men within the community and be an integral
part of the activity.
• Set guidelines and perimeters that complement the operations of the events planned
and provide clear and safe boundaries with regards to acceptable behaviour.
• Assist men to identify and access referrals to professional services such as legal
information, advocacy, training and other self- improvement initiatives.
• Make direct referrals for men to obtain counselling services.
• Recognize potential crisis or safety situations facing the men involved in the
program and help develop strategies to deal with the situation
at hand. (i.e. Appropriate referrals)

Qualifications

High School Diploma or equivalent; clear Criminal Record Check; experience conducting group activities.
This temporary position is 17.5 hours per week at a rate of $21.25/hr for 50 weeks,
plus 2 weeks (35 hours) of paid vacation.
The start date is as soon as possible. Benefits are not offered with this position.
ASLCS is committed to equality in employment, however, due to the sensitive nature
of the work that is done in this program, ASLCS has made a bona-fide gender requirement and as such applications will be accepted from qualified males.
If interested, please forward resume to:
ASLCS
Attn: Human Resources
Box 100 Nakusp, BC V0G 1R0
Email: hiring@aslcs.com
Fax: 250-265-3378
Position open until filled. Only applicants selected for an interview will be contacted.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

BUDDY’S PIZZA, KASLO: Award
winning, hand-stretched artisan pizza.
250-353-2282.
KASLO HOUSING SOCIETY Housing
Coordinator, assisting residents of Kaslo
and Area D with affordable housing.
Office hours: Tuesday 1-3, Wednesday &
Thursday 9-12 or by appointment. #23 The
Langham, Kaslo. 250-353-8363. Funding
for this position thanks to CBT and RDCK/
Kaslo EDC.
on rims. Roof rack, hitch, AWD, Auto,
DVD. 362,000 hwy kms. $3500. 250687-4688.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

AMAZING OPPORTUNITY to run
your own business in a gorgeous heritage
atmosphere. Currently configured as a
restaurant with private suite at the top of
Front Street, Kaslo. The space is versatile
and the sky is the limit! Email rosewood_
cafe@hotmail.com to discuss leasing and
other possibilities.
Personal Classifieds start
at $8.00
Call 250-358-7218 for details

TOWING
Slocan Towing

Serving the Slocan Valley
24-Hour Towing & Recovery
Flatdeck Service
250-226-7084

ARE YOU AN ASPIRING
ENTREPRENEUR? If so, call Community
Futures to learn about the free Business
Plan workshop open to anyone! And if
you’re eligible, you may also qualify for
the Self-Employment program where you
will receive ongoing business training and
coaching and usually financial support
while you start your business. To learn more
call 265-3674 ext. 201 or email Nakusp@
futures.bc.ca.
THINKING OF STARTING, buying
or expanding your own business? If so,
Community Futures offers business loans,
counseling & training; and delivers the
Self Employment program in the Arrow
& Slocan Lakes area. For more info leave
a message at 265-3674 ext. 201 or email
Nakusp@futures.bc.ca.

CARDS OF THANKS

ELECTION 2018 is now done. To the
people who voted for me, Thank You. Not
just for your vote, but for realizing we
need a change in Silverton. Some of you
voted for me out of trust, others because
you let me tell you about the issues. Again,
I Thank You. We tried, but unfortunately
Silverton lost the election. Don’t give up

CLASSIFIED ADS

hope, though. We do have new faces at
the table, and I think they will help us get
back on the right track. I have a theory that
there was Russian hacking involved in the
election, because the only other reason for
my loss didn’t seem sensible.
Sincerely,
Don Broughton
THE TALENT SHOW FOR ALFIE
RIXON was a success! Lots of great
entertainment with delicious soup and buns
to start. Many thanks to New Market for
the donation of buns, to all the community
and students who performed acts and made
the event so wonderful. Thanks to all who
came out and attended the event. We hit
our goal and managed to raise just over
$1,000 to send to Alfie as he undergoes his
surgery this week (Wednesday, November
14). Much Love and thanks sent from Dan,
Alfie, and Bessie.

COMING EVENTS

ST. ANTHONY’S 45TH ANNUAL FLEA
MARKET: November 24, 10 am–2 pm,
Bosun Hall, New Denver. Tables $25. Call
Bev Casley 358-7771.
HEALTHY COMMUNITY SOCIETY
AGM: November 21, 7 pm, Lucerne School

Your ad
could be
here for
only $19.50
+ GST
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Library. Please come find out about our
food programs, community composting
initiative, and affordable housing initiative!
Everyone welcome.

SLOCAN MASONIC LODGE meets at
Knox Hall in New Denver on the fourth
Friday at 7:30 pm: March 23, April 27,
May 28, June 22, August 24, September
28, October 26, November 23. On July
28, we have a picnic in Sandon at 4:30;
and on December 8, we meet with the
Nakusp Lodge. Interested new members
contact: gtstore@telus.net
HARVEST DINNER 2018: November
17, 5:30 pm at the Silverton Memorial Hall.
Please join us, with family, neighbours and
friends at this large annual community
potluck feast! The Healthy Community
Society provides free range meats and
soft beverages. And locals bring the most
delicious fall dishes and desserts! Please
label utensils.

Bikes, Skis,
Snowshoes

LANGHAM ADVENTURE TRAVEL
SERIES returns with PADDLING DOWN
TO THE ARCTIC Saturday November 17
@ 7 pm, and Sunday Dec 2 @ 3 pm. Join
Kaslovians Shelly Ross & Bob Stair for an
epic paddle down Canada’s longest river,
the Mackenzie, on a 44-day, 1950 KM
kayak trip to the Arctic Ocean. Two shows!
$10 donation at the door 6:30 pm. www.
thelangham.ca
VALHALLA HILLS NORDIC SKI
CLUB Ski Waxing Fundraiser! Bring your
Nordic Skis to be waxed on December 1
from 10-2:30 pm Outside the Silverton
Christmas Craft Fair at the Silverton
Memorial Hall (Also selling off old rental
skis).

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN HISTORY,
art and our region’s First Peoples? Would
you like to know more about the pictographs
in our area? Join the Slocan Valley Historical

• BICYCLE

Sales and
Maintenance
Call Shon
250-265-3332
shonsbs@gmail.com

WE DO OIL CHANGES – We stock oil & filters
for most common vehicles! • NEW TIRE
SALES – Installs, Repairs & Changeovers •
GENERAL MAINTENANCE & REPAIR

Your ad could
be here for only
$11.00 + GST

Alongside Mountainberry

ENVIRONMENT CHIMNEYSWEEP

250-358-7199

MEN with BROOMS
CHIMNEY SWEEPS

250-265-4134

info

ADVERTISING

202 Lake Avenue, Silverton

CHIROPRACTOR: Dr. Larry Zaleski

Over 30 years experience of Spinal Health Care
Silverton: Mondays & Friday afternoon – Winlaw & Nakusp on Alternating Wednesdays (plus every 4th Thursday
afternoon in Winlaw)

COUNSELLOR: Sue Mistretta, M.A.

19 years experience helping clients working with anxiety,
depression, grief, self esteem, health crisis, life transitions
or simply are feeling stuck or uninspired.

Offices in Silverton & Winlaw

Call 250-358-2177 for appointments
Visit www.handandsoul.ca

Your ad could
be here for only
$11.00 + GST
Your ad could
be here for only
$11.00 + GST

Send Cheque or Money Order to: The Valley Voice
Box 70 New Denver, BC V0G 1S0

DAWN DEVLIN

Advanced Ortho-Bionomy Practioner
& Certified Reflexologist

Dr. Michael Brennan • Chiropractor
Over 10 years experience
Appointments can be scheduled by contacting
his Nelson office at 250-352-5135

Dr. Brennan comes to New Denver and Nakusp every week:
Slocan Community Health Centre on Tuesday Afternoons;
Arrow Lakes Hospital on Wednesday.
Offering Chiropractic, Concussion Management, Cold Laser Therapy,
Custom Orthotics, Auto Injury Care and many more services.

www.activebalancechiro.ca

to Sat.

Support the Valley Voice with a
voluntary subscription
Only $10-$30

TUES

Hand & Soul
Wellness Centre

Insurance Inspections & Installations
of Wood Burning Appliances
Open
1 pm to 4:30 pm Tues.
WETT Certified • WorkSafe BC
Bonded • Insured

20+ years experience
For Appointment in Nakusp call:
Phone: 250-265-1796 • www.dawndevlin.ca

Your ad could
be here for only
$11.00 + GST
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Society on Thursday, November 22 at 7 pm
in the WE Graham Library for a fascinating
talk by renowned writer and historian Eileen
Delehanty Pearkes. Admission by donation.
The talk will follow the SVHS’s annual
general meeting. Find out what we’re
doing to preserve and promote history in
the valley.
MUSHROOM WORKSHOP with
the Slocan Waterfront Restoration &
Development Society (SWRDS) & AGM:
Mushroom cultivation with Professor Rob
McCrae. Inoculate a cottonwood log with
oyster spawn and learn how to maintain
it. Support the hosts of environmental,
educational events such as this one by
becoming a member and volunteering with
SWRDs at the AGM at 2 pm. Coffee and
tea provided, but pack a lunch and dress
for the weather, if you have: freshly cut
cottonwood logs with a 4” + diameter, bring
3’ to 4’ lengths and a drill with a 3/8 bit. We
will have logs and drills available also. At
12 Noon on Friday Nov. 16 in the parking
lot of WEGCSS – 1001 Harold St., Slocan.

students welcome. Contact Carmen (250)
226-6951.

FOR RENT

STOREFRONT ON MAIN STREET
in Silverton available in early September.
$300/month. Contact Sue at 350-358-2167.
HOUSE FOR RENT: In Nakusp, W
1st Avenue, two storeys, 3 bedrooms, 2
bathrooms, 1500 square feet, partial basement,
oil furnace heating, recently remodeled and
painted. Unfurnished. Available December
1, 2018. Rent $800 per month plus heat and
utilities, $400 damage deposit. Two references
required. Apply to: margaretagreen@hotmail.
com and provide your phone number,
previous rental reference(s), and email
address. Call 250-642-5202.
ONE BEDROOM SUITE, West Hillhurst,
Calgary. Main Floor, private entrance, bike
path, River, Highway #1. $80/night, $800/
month. dugndi@shaw.ca.

FOR SALE

CRAFT FAIRS

“CHRISTMAS IN THE VALLEY”
CRAFT FAIRE Sunday, November 18th
10 am to 3 pm at the Slocan Legion Hall
502 Harold St. Slocan. Admission $1. Door
prizes. We look forward to seeing you there!

EDUCATION

EXPERIENCED BC REGISTERED
MUSIC TEACHER new to Vallican area
with openings for piano students, age 5
and older, at all levels in modern, classical
and jazz styles. Adults and special needs

BACKHOE: LOW HOURS 1350 hrs.
Great Condition. Has 3 buckets for digging.
One clam bucket for moving & lifting.
Thumb operated, AC & heated enclosed
cab. Only serious buyers. Cash sale. Have
extra filters, diesel gas & all books. Email
Islanderroy@yahoo.ca to inquire.

CLASSIFIED ADS

AFFORDABLE STEEL SHIPPING
CONTAINERS 20 ft. and 40 ft. sizes.
Kootenay Containers Sales & Rentals,
Castlegar. 250-365-3014.
WATKINS PRODUCTS – Bertha
Williams, #11 – 217 Zacks Rd. 250-2659080.

of activities at the Whole. Duties include
managing incoming communications,
booking the hall, managing the website,
record and file keeping, and assisting
in marketing. Please send a cover letter
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and resume to info@VallicanWhole.com
by November 30. Full job description at
VallicanWhole.com
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HEALTH

YOGA IN SILVERTON – THE INWARD
JOURNEY: Monday and Thursday
mornings 9-10:15. Honour your body by
reducing stress, building strength, flexibility
and balance. Upper story of the fire hall
in Silverton. Only 5 minutes from New
Denver. Open to all levels. Come and share
mindfulness and the exultation of inner flow.

HELP WANTED

GALENA CONTRACTORS LTD is
seeking a full-time heavy-duty mechanic
with their interprovincial Red Seal with
road building and logging equipment
experience. Galena is a diverse contracting
company specializing in, but not limited to,
road building and logging. This position is
responsible for maintenance and repairs
to our road building and forestry fleet
of equipment. Field and shop duties are
required. Welding is an asset. We offer
competitive wages and benefits based on
experience. We are looking for an employee
to join our organization, no subcontractors
please. If you are interested in working
here, please contact Kevin at shop@
galenacontractors.com.
THE VALLICAN WHOLE Community
Centre seeks a new part time Administrator
to work with the RARTS Board in support

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

CONSTRUCTION • HOME • GARDEN

HARDWOOD FLOORS
WHOLESALE
• Registered Septic System
designer and installer •
• Ready Mix Concrete •
• Lock Blocks • Drain Rock •
• Road Crush • Sand & Gravel •
• Dump Trucks • Excavator •
• Crusher • Coloured Concrete •
• Site Preparation •
Box 1001, Nakusp, BC, V0G 1R0
Ph. 265-4615 • vieirac@telus.net

Safety, Service, Satisfaction
Installation and maintenance

jim@jemsgas.com
MADDEN TIMBER CONSTRUCTION, INC.
HPO Licenced Builder & Red Seal Carpenter
TimberFrame Homes
Stairs, Interior Finishing, Drywall
Concrete and Excavation
Roofing and Siding
Custom Design
Wood and Timber Sales
dave@maddentimber.com

250 265 1807

Crescent Bay
Construction Ltd.

HALL LUMBER
& BUILDING SUPPLIES
Open Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri & Sat
10 am to 5 pm
PHONE 250-269-0043
Find us at 280 Lower Inonoaklin Rd.
Edgewood, BC

Tim Reilly

Suite 3, 622 Front St
Nelson, BC Vll 4B7
C: (250)551-6584
Licensed Residential Builder & General Contractor
Design • Project Management • Building Services
www.trctimberworks.com

Tyler Paynton • 250.777.3654 • silverridgeearthsnow@hotmail.com

Castlegar
250-304-2911

1730 Hwy 3, Selkirk Spring Building
dan@canadiangardensupply.com

Electrical Contracting Ltd
Alex Joseph

K&A

CONSTRUCTION
FOUNDATIONS • ROOFING • RENOVATIONS

Specializing in Timber Framing
Cell: 250-265-8503 Home: 250-265-2278

Kent & Arlene Yardcare Services
Housewatch • Free Estimates
358-2508 • 358-7785 • 505-8210
wyofonoff1@yahoo.ca

mobile

(250) 551-TIME (8463)

• BONDED Journeyman carpenter
• HPO Licenced Builder #42639

Darrell A. Olsen

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR

Experience the
WAUVIK touch!
For all your interior
renovation needs:
- Complete Drywall
Services
- Bathroom Renovations
- Carpentry and More....
Over 20 yrs Experience
WCB/Licensed/Insured
Vik 250-505-6509
wauvikrenos@yahoo.ca

Indoor Garden
Supplies

Wired by Alex

250-358-7721

Eric Waterfield — Septic Planning/Installation
Nakusp, BC • Ph. 250 265-3747 • Fx. 250 265-3431
• Email cresbay@telus.net

SOLID 3 ¼ x ¾ OR ENGINEERED. 6 PLY. TOP
WEAR 2 mm-5” WIDE PREFINISHED ALUMINUM OXIDE, SMOOTH OR BRUSHED. $4.59
SF PLT. AVAILABLE IN 6”-7 ½” – 8 ¾” WIDE.
INFLOOR HEAT COMPATIBLE. 25 YEARS
GUARANTEE. AND MUCH MORE.
AT JUAN’S 1503 HWY 3A
THRUMS (CASTLEGAR) BC
250-304-7466 • 250-399-6377
Mon-Sat 8:30 am - 5 pm

• Power Trowel • Concrete Finishing
• Concrete Stamping and Acid
Staining • Forming • Tile Setting
• Cultured & Natural Stone Installation
CREATIVE MASONRY SOLUTIONS
FOR YOUR HOME AND BUSINESS

Patrick Baird

250-354-8562

elementconcrete.ca

Leaf Cabinetry

Residential & commercial
cabinet work.
Winlaw, BC

250.226.7441

www.leafcabinetry.com

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

Box 595 Nakusp, BC
VOG 1R0		

Cell: 250-265-1342
Phone:250-265-4621

Jim Pownall
& Co.

LOG & TIMBER
FRAME HOMES
Crane Service

New Denver • BC
250-358-2566
jpownall@telus.net
MASON JONES: Red Seal Journeyman
Bricklayer specializing in residential
and commercial block, brick and stone.
Fireplace and chimney repair, outdoor
accents, structural work.
Call 403-853-8000 or
email Mason.jones@live.ca
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IN MEMORIAM

Wayne Gerow 1938 - 2013
The world changes
from year to year...
Our lives from day to day
...but the love and memory
of you shall never pass away.
Until we meet again...
- Theresa & family xo

Next Valley Voice
Deadline:
November 23,
2018

NOTICES

HU HAS BEEN USED for thousands of
years as a prayer, mantra and sacred chant
to attune oneself with the presence of God.
http://eckankarblog.org/sound-of-soul/
ARE ALCOHOL OR OTHER DRUGS a
problem in your life? AA, NA and AL-ANON
(family) meetings can help. For information on
AA: in New Denver, 358-7158; Nakusp, 2654216; Kaslo, 353-9617; Heart of the Slocan
Valley, 551-4104; Playmor Junction, 226-7252.
For NA: New Denver, 358-7265. For AL-ANON
(family): New Denver, 358-7904. Please, if you
can’t get through, try another number.
CARPENTER CREEK LAST
WISHES SOCIETY provides
information on preplanning for death
and advice for alternative funeral
arrangements. Ph: 250-358-2253. www.
carpentercreeklastwishessociety.ca
NELSON & AREA ELDER ABUSE
PREVENTION Resource Centre: 250-3526008 NelsonElderAbusePrevention@gmail.
com/ www.nelsonelderabuseprevention.ca.
Drop-in Wednesdays 12-2 pm, 719 Vernon
Street, Nelson. Nelson and District Seniors
Coordinating Society.

CLASSIFIED ADS

OPERATION CHRISTMAS CHILD gives
you the opportunity to make this Christmas
brighter for a needy child. This project of
Samaritan’s Purse allows you as a family to send
a message of love and compassion to children
in crisis areas around the world. To pick up a
shoe box and brochure, they will be available
at New Market Foods New Denver, BC. If you
need any further information, please contact
Joan Law at 250-358-2374. Collection week is
November 12-18, 2018 and you can drop off the
filled boxes at New Market Foods. Thank you.
ROSEBERY PARKLAND AND TRAILS
Commission: Regular meeting originally
scheduled for November 1, 2018 has been moved
to Wednesday, November 28, 2018 at 6:00 pm,
New Denver Council Chambers, New Denver.
FEELING CREATIVE? Have something
to say, paint, sing…? There are grants
(up to $600) for individuals and groups
available in the new year. Applications
are on our website or from L Tiberti (2267347). These are offered by your Slocan
Valley Community Art Council, Slocan
City to Crescent Valley. DEADLINE
December 14, 2018. All proposals will be
considered!! svcarts@gmail.com
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PETS

90 DAYS TO A BETTER DOG: relaxed
walks, come when called, have fun. Learn
more at www.proudofmydog.ca
SLOCAN VALLEY RECREATION
Christmas Tea For Seniors: Sat. Dec
1, 1-3:00pm. FREE! Transportation
available from Castlegar to Slocan Park
Hall. Please call to reserve a seat on the
bus as spaces are limited.
Childcare First Aid: CPR B and AED.
Sat Dec 1, 8:30am-4:30pm, Crescent
Valley Hall, 14+yrs, $115.

226-0008 • WWW.RDCK.CA
STOLEN

9.9 HP ELPT MERC MOTOR & fishing
equipment stolen in Needles area by
the ferry. Went missing this summer.
Anyone with information, please contact
islanderroy@yahoo.ca.

WANTED

DRONE SHOT (AERIAL PHOTO)
wanted of small acreage near Winlaw.
Please respond to suncups@shaw.ca

ghghghgh

WANTED

THE SLOCAN LAKE ARTS COUNCIL
seeks new WORKING board members.
The Society has secured operational
funding, Charitable Tax #, management of
a cultural centre with 3 rooms, a reorganized
financial structure, a paid arts administrator,
access to generous arts funding, plus more.
The Silverton Gallery is open to the public
on December 1, 2, 8, 9, 15, 16. Come by for
a chat or contact silvertongallery@gmail.
com for more info.

Considering
Community
Service?
Consider Nakusp
Rotary
Call Mayumi
for Details:
250-265-0002

H. A. Benson Inc.

Chartered Professional Accountant

HOURS
9 AM - 9 PM

Open Thurs - Sun

WEDNESDAY-SUNDAY

119 Broadway Street
Box 780
Nakusp, BC V0G 1R0
Phone: 250-265-3370 • Fax: 250-265-3375
Email: dalyce@habenson.ca

Your ad could
be here for only
$11.00 + GST

Bill Lander
REALTOR®
250-551-5652
bill@billlander.ca

Serving the Slocan Valley
for the 14th year.
Offices in Nakusp, Nelson,
Kaslo & Trail

New Market Foods
518 6th Ave • New Denver

250-358-2270 Fax: 250-358-2290
email: shopnewmarket@gmail.com
www.newmarketfoods.ca
Delivery available in the New Denver Silverton area.
For same day delivery call, email or fax by 2:00 pm.

Our hours are 7 days a week from 8:00 am to 6:00 pm

Certified by the Province of BC to test drinking water

Gaia Tree Whole Foods

Coldwell Banker Rosling Real Estate

Community Market

GIFTS

• All Organic Produce
• All Organic Grains
– Bulk Ordering –
Community Discount Day:
Last Friday of the month
9-6:30 Mon-Sat
Sunday 10-4

Downtown Winlaw • 250-226-7255

Fall Hours!
Tuesday to Saturday
10:30 am - 4:00 pm
Main Street, New Denver

250-358-2178

Your ad could
be here for only
$11.00 + GST

ADVERTISING

Your ad
could be
here for
only $19.50
+ GST

Support the Valley Voice with a voluntary subscription

Only $10-$30

Send Cheque to: Valley Voice, Box 70
New Denver, BC V0G 1S0

slocan city
trading

buy • sell • trade
guitars • cars • art • antiques
• musical instruments
250-355-2299
9 to 5
Repair and refinish guitars,
furniture etc.
We buy guitars

Your ad could
be here for only
Kaslo Clothes Hanger
$11.00 + GST

Support the Valley Voice with
a voluntary subscription

Only $10-$30
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Don Munro: a good man has died
submitted by Rita Moir
Slocan Valley residents were
saddened to hear of the death of
former Area H RDCK director Don
Munro. Don and Shirley Munro
moved to Oliver in 2014 after decades
in the Slocan Valley. Shirley died in
January 2017, and Don felt her loss
acutely.

Don was a great friend, a hard
worker for the community, and a
lot of fun to work with. As well
as serving three terms as RDCK
director, he was president of the
Slocan Valley Seniors’ Housing
Society, helping to spearhead the
construction of Passmore Lodge and
the 233-kilometre hike that helped

fund it; he served as president of the
Kootenay Slocan Lions, the Slocan
Valley Co-op, chair of RARTS
(the Vallican Whole), was active
in the Passmore Seniors, Winlaw
Nature Park, the Rec Commission
and instrumental in so many other
community initiatives.
He provided funding and impetus

submitted
The West Kootenay Boundary
Community Investment Co-op is
ready to launch after 10 months of
business planning by local economic
development stakeholders, a lawyer,
and a co-op developer.
Eden Yesh, who has been
managing this project, will be
leading public launch sessions from
November 9 to December 14, in the
following communities: Silverton,
Nakusp, Kaslo, Castlegar, Nelson,
Grand Forks, and Trail. These
sessions will highlight key areas
of the business plan, governance
structure and purpose of the new
investment co-op.
“We are seeking individual and
corporate investors who wish to
diversify a portion of their investment
portfolios locally, and who want to
make an impact in the communities
where they live,” Yesh says.
Membership in the Investment
Co-op is open to all: individuals,
corporations, governments and first
nations. A membership share costs
$1,000.

“Did you know, in 2015 alone,
West Kootenay Boundary tax filers
invested over $60 million into their
RRSPs, all of which left the region!”
Yesh says. “If just 5% of these annual
investments were redirected into
local business financing, that would
equate to $3 million per year in direct
economic development stimulus.”
Members of the West Kootenay
Boundary Community Investment Coop will pool their investments together
to finance local ventures that provide
economic, social, environmental
and community impacts. The
Investment Co-op partners with
regional Community Futures offices
to complete an investment analysis
on all applications, and then finances
businesses in collaboration with other
local lending institutions. Any profits
realized by the Investment Co-op are
paid out as dividends to its members.
Community Investment Co-ops
across Canada have successfully
financed ventures that generate
significant local impacts including:
affordable housing, renewable energy,
sustainable agriculture and food

production, locally-owned small
business development, technology,
and community economic
development projects. The longer
a dollar can circulate within a
community, the greater its economic
and social impacts.
All public launch sessions are
open to the public and admission is
free. There is limited seating in each
community so please RSVP right
away. To RSVP to a public launch
session near you, or to complete a
membership application, please visit:
www.WKBInvestmentCoop.com.
The 2018 Mobilizing Local Capital
project is a joint initiative between
Kootenay Employment Services,
BC Rural Centre, the Province of
BC, and dozens of community and
economic development organizations
across the West Kootenay Boundary
region. Eden Yesh, project manager
of the 2018 Mobilizing Local Capital
initiative, is the Invermere branch
manager for Kootenay Employment
Services and chair of the BC
Community Impact Investment
Coalition.

submitted
New holiday-inspired gift cards
will help support local emergency
relief efforts in communities across
Western Canada. The gift cards are
available for purchase at the Slocan
Valley Co-op.
Through the Co-op Give Card
Campaign, Co-op will donate $1 from
the sale of specially-marked gift cards
to the Canadian Red Cross, up to a
maximum of $250,000. The gift cards
depict four seasonal designs and are
available until December 28.
“This campaign is unique in the
ease for our members and customers
to share and give in multiple ways this
holiday season. It is truly a gift that
gives,” said Federated Co-operatives
Limited’s Leah Andrew.
The campaign is part of a new fiveyear commitment between Federated
Co-operatives Limited (FCL), on
behalf of more than 170 independent
retail co-operatives across Western
Canada that form the Co-operative
Retailing System, and the Canadian
Red Cross.
“We’re renewing our commitment
to the Canadian Red Cross because
of the important role and impact
they have in some of the most dire
situations in our home communities,”
Andrew said.
As part of the renewed commitment,
FCL will donate up to $1.5 million
between 2018 and 2022 to be used to
provide effective, community-based
emergency responses.
“Donations made possible by
our renewed partnership with Co-

op help to ensure that communities
across the western provinces are more
prepared for emergencies and receive
the help they need when help is needed
most, whether from floods, fires or
other disasters,” said Conrad Sauvé,
president and CEO of the Canadian
Red Cross.
In 2013, Co-op made a $1 million
donation over five years, which was
used in the response to fires and
flooding across Western Canada,

including the Fort McMurray wildfire
in 2016.
The Canadian Red Cross also
recently awarded FCL with a 2018
Partners in Humanity citation. This
award recognizes individuals and
corporate partners that make an impact
at the national or international level,
engage volunteers, enhance the reach
of the Canadian Red Cross and promote
the fundamental principles of the Red
Cross Red Crescent Movement.

New Local Impact Investment Fund seeking founding members

Co-op launches Give Card campaign to benefit Red Cross

West Kootenay Boundary
Community Investment Co-op
Public Launch Session Schedule
o   Tuesday, November 27 in Nelson
from 6 pm – 7:30 pm
o   Wednesday, November 28 in Trail
from 6 pm – 7:30 pm
o   Thursday, November 29 in Grand Forks
from 6 pm – 7:30 pm
o   Tuesday, December 4 in Castlegar
from 6 pm – 7:30 pm
o   Wednesday, December 5 in Silverton
from 12 pm - 1:00 pm
www.WKBInvestmentCoop.com
o   Wednesday, December 5 in Nakusp
from 6 pm – 7:30 pm
o   Thursday, December 6 in Kaslo
from 6 pm - 7:30 pm
Supported by the Slocan Valley Economic Development Commission

for the first big volunteer appreciation
for firefighters, first responders, and
ambulance crews, who were grateful
to be acknowledged, and for the first
time gather as one big group.
He helped get bus service going,
volunteered on the garden tour, hired
Craig Lawrence as the Rec Guy,
curled with many rinks, and attended
a million meetings.
He was a public man, but also
a private person, walking his dogs
alone along Indian Point Road in
Vallican. He loved his family and
doted on his animals, chopping
organic lettuce each morning to
hand feed his miniature goats. In his
small shop, he carved birds, lovely
big pieces, but small ones, too, like
the head of the walking stick owned
by Lydia Kania. Don and Shirley’s
home was warm and welcoming,
their gardens magnificent. Shirley’s
exquisite and whimsical taste was
obvious throughout their home, yard
and store, Little House Collectibles;
she and Don knew what people loved,
and many Valley residents and events
benefited from their generosity.
When Don won his first term as

RDCK director, he and Shirley threw
a great celebration party. But when
the community wanted to throw a
party to thank them before they left,
Don hurt his back and the party was
cancelled. Given his dedication to
seniors’ housing, he hoped to return
for the Hike or Bike for Housing
in 2016, but Shirley was sick. And
then, during the grand opening of the
Slocan City Suites, he wanted very
badly to come back, but was too frail.
He was a calm, kind man who
listened to people and made sure
they were heard, whether he initially
agreed with them or not. It was
always amazing that parties on both
sides of a dispute believed that Don
understood them and would try his
best to make it work for everyone.
Don and Shirley both are
mourned by many, and there is
many a story being told about them,
around the supper table, amongst the
groups he belonged to and helped, on
Facebook, and over a cup of coffee.
As one friend said so well: “Don
was a great listener, story teller,
mediator, and a strong community
advocate. His smile softened hearts.”

Munro, Donald
Cameron
November 28,1937 –
October 3, 2018
It is with sadness that we share
the news of the passing of
Don Munro, devoted brother
to Laverne (Gary) Grant,
Vera (Winston) MacKinnon,
Maryanne Stratton, and Jim
(Frances) Munro, father
to Mike (Heather) Munro,
Thomas (Trinh) Munro, Cam
(Shelley) Munro, Jill (Darrell)
Cooksey, Ben McCaffery, Simon (Shellie) McCaffery,
and Joel (Sokhon) McCaffery, and grandfather to Tom,
Teeanna, Jessica, Nicholas, Elizabeth, Jacqueline,
McKenna, Carson, Violet, Flash, Maya, Layla, Mathias,
and Becca. He is predeceased by his wife Shirley.
In his earlier years, Don was an avid sportsman. He played
football and basketball for the University of Alberta Golden
Bears, and he also played football with the Edmonton
Wildcats. Over his 33-year career with Edmonton Public
Schools, he continued to share his passion for football
and basketball and the development of these sports at
the schools in which he worked. During many of these
years he served as a trustee for the St Albert Protestant
Separate School Board, and as a basketball referee with
the Alberta Basketball Officials Association. After his
retirement, Don moved to Vallican where he continued
to serve his community as the Director of Area H of the
Regional District of Central Kootenay. In 2014, he was
inducted into the University of Alberta Sports Hall of Fame
for his contributions as both an Athlete and Builder for
Basketball and Football.
Don loved gardening, carving and spending time with his
family, camping and skiing. He was a man of few words,
and quiet action, but he has left a lasting impression on
all of those who had the opportunity to spend time with
or work with him.
The family is planning a celebration of life for Don, and
will share this information once the date has been set.
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Support your Slocan Valley community fund for Giving Tuesday
by Jan McMurray
November 27 is Giving Tuesday, the
start of the giving season worldwide –
and locally, the start of the Slocan Valley
Community Legacy Society’s annual
fundraising drive for the Slocan Valley
Legacy Fund.
“We have been using Giving
Tuesday as our once-a-year fundraising
push for the past several years. Each
consecutive year our citizens have
responded with increasing generosity,”
says Lorna Visser, society board member.
Visser reports that $10,500 was
raised by the Giving Tuesday appeal
for the endowment fund last year, with
this year’s goal being $12,000. She
says several loyal long-term donors
have committed to matching the first
$6,000 raised. “We may even exceed

our $12,000 goal, which would be
wonderful.”
There will be opportunities to learn
more about the Legacy Fund and to
make your donation at two ‘Coffee
& Conversations’ events on Giving
Tuesday November 27 at the Apple
Tree in New Denver and the Everbean
Cafe at the Evergreen Natural Foods
store in Crescent Valley. Board members
will be on hand to answer questions
and both events will feature musical
entertainment: the Apple Tree event
will feature Fiddle Dee Dee at 11 am
and Donna Jean and Gary Wright aka
Western Flyer at 1 pm. The Everbean
event will feature Gypsy Canoe at 11 am.
The Slocan Valley Legacy Fund is a
community foundation – an endowment
fund, with the interest distributed to

community organizations through an
annual granting program. The Slocan
Valley Legacy Fund is held within the
Osprey Community Foundation based in
Nelson as an affiliate fund. All donations
are tax deductible.
The most recent round of SVLF
grants supported projects that helped
create a new gallery in New Denver,
provided inter-generational cooking
classes in Slocan, supported the
remodeling of a bereavement centre,
safety equipment for the south valley
rail trail, a wheelchair access ramp at the
Sandon Museum, and an art gallery at
the Vallican Whole Community Centre.
And that’s just 2018 – a full list of all
SVLF grants is on the website at www.
slocanvalleylegacy.com/grants-2.
Just a few of the Slocan Valley

GIVING TUESDAY 2018
WE GIVE WHERE WE LIVE

On Giving Tuesday Nov. 27, we invite you to support
the Slocan Valley Legacy Fund, the community fund for
our valley.
We invest donations in an endowment and grant the interest to
worthy community groups each year.
Thus far we have funded arts
and culture organizations, environmental stewardship and education,
community development, programs
for children, new parents and youth,
hospice, seniors’ housing, sports
and outdoor recreation, safety and
emergency services, literacy and food
security. For a full list of the grants
we have made please see our website:

www.slocanvalleylegacy.com/grants
As our endowment fund grows so does our ability to
support the many worthy charitable and community organizations that make this area so special.
We hope your Giving Tuesday
act of generousity will be a gift to
your community. Our goal this year
is to raise $12,000. Several generous
individuals have stepped up to match
the first $6,000 raised by our Giving
Tuesday appeal for the Slocan Valley
Legacy Fund -- meaning your gift
will be DOUBLED (if received by
December 7th).
Here are three easy ways to give
to the Slocan Valley Legacy Fund:

Give in person:
On Giving Tuesday our board members will be available at selected fine coffee shops in the
Slocan Valley for “Coffee & Conversations”
In New Denver: Coffee & Conversations: The Apple Tree
Legacy Fund board members will be present from 10:00 am to 2:30 pm
…with entertainment by Fiddle Dee Dee at 11 am and Donna-Jean & Gary Wright a.k.a. Western Flyer at 1 pm
Crescent Valley: Coffee & Conversations: Everbean Cafe in the Evergreen Natural Foods Store
Legacy Fund board members will be present from 11:00 am to 1:00 pm
...
with entertainment by Gypsy Canoe at 11 am
							

community organizations that have
benefited from grants from the Legacy
Fund are the Hills Recreation Society,
Slocan Lake Stewardship Society,
Healthy Community Society of the
North Slocan Valley, Rural Alternatives
Research and Training Society, and
the WE Graham Community Service
Society.
The grants support projects from the
junction to Summit lake that encourage
our communities to be resilient and
vital; that protect, promote and enhance
the natural environment; that promote
creativity and innovation; and that show
collaboration among organizations.

The Legacy Fund currently holds
$225,000 in its endowment and aims to
raise that to $1 million within a few years.
Giving Tuesday is a worldwide
movement to encourage generosity. Last
year, $300 million was raised online
worldwide, with participation from 150
countries. “Volunteering, giving to any
charity, or helping a neighbour are all
acts of generosity in the spirit of Giving
Tuesday,” Visser says. “We encourage
Slocan Valley residents to be generous
and if that means a gift to the Slocan
Valley Legacy Fund, all the better.”
Visit slocanvalleylegacy.com or
givingtuesday.ca or more information.

The Slocan Lake Arts Council is
offering an evening of music and dancing
on Saturday, December 8. Everyone is
welcome, and a special invitation to our
community’s children is extended.
This is the seventh year that the
Silverton Gallery crew is offering the
event. Organizers strive to create a fun,
joyful time, to present local talent, and
welcome everyone from children to
elders.
This year, live music will be
provided by members of the Nelson
Hanukkah Ensemble, with Catherine
McGrath on accordian and vocals, and
John Galm on dumbek, as well as several
local performers. There will also be
dramatized storytelling especially for
kids with ‘Blintzes for Blixen.’ Haya
Maor is back by popular demand, and
will be leading circle dances, so bring
your dancing shoes!
It all started in 2011, with the original
stage show Dreidls, Demons and the
Divine, based on Hanukkah, a holiday
with a 2,100-year-old tradition of lore
and music from around the globe. Writer
and director Carla Nemiroff adapted
some of these stories, and the show
featured 20 singers, dancers and actors
from the community. The success

of Dreidls demonstrated that many
enjoyed the songs, skits and foods from
this Jewish Festival of Lights, so it was
decided to hold a yearly event featuring
different performers, and offering food
as well.
For two seasons, the Hanukkah event
was fortunate to feature Calgary-based
singer and storyteller Allan Merovitz. In
2014 the event was re-named Celebrate
the Light! In order to embrace themes
related to Solstice celebrations here and
around the world.
Local poets, actors, singers and
instrumentalists have created some
cherished evenings over the years. Many
young musicians have also performed,
including the children’s choir from
Lucerne School. The wonderful presence
of Haya Maor has enriched our evenings
with Hanukkah songs, skits and circle
dancing.
Doors open at 6 pm, and the program
gets underway at 6:30. Light snacks and
beverages will be available for sale.
Suggested donation: $10 adult, $5 child
and $25 family. For more information,
call 250-358-7198.
The event is sponsored by the Slocan
Lake Arts Council, supported by the BC
Arts Council.

Celebrate the Light
returns to the Silverton Gallery

To give online:

The Slocan Valley Legacy Fund is held within the Osprey Community Foundation. Give online
using the Osprey Foundation’s giving portal: http://ospreycommunityfoundation.ca/donate/
donations-to-the-slocan-valley-legacy-fund. Donate online using PayPal or a credit card.

Or, mail a cheque:
Slocan Valley Legacy Fund, P.O. Box 363, Slocan, BC V0G 2C0
We are a fund held within the Osprey Community Foundation, therefore make your cheque
payable to “Osprey Community Foundation,” with
“For the Slocan Valley Legacy Fund” in the memo line.
The family friendly event, Celebrate the Light, returns to the Silverton Gallery on December 8.
This photo is from the first event in 2011, Dreidls, Demons and the Divine.

However you choose to give, you will receive a tax receipt for the
full amount of your gift and it will be doubled by matching donors.
Thank you for supporting your community.
November 27, 2018

November 27, 2018

Don’t forget, your Giving Tuesday gift will be doubled!
Web: www.slocanvalleylegacy.com / Facebook: Slocan Valley Legacy Fund
E-mail: slocanvalleylegacy@xplornet.com / Phone: 1-877-649-5643

